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Abstract
In recent years, Millimetre-Wave (MMW) frequencies (30-300 GHz) have been exploited
for a variety of attractive applications such as astronomical observation, medical imag-
ing, aircraft aided-control landing, security and concealed weapons detection. All this
was also possible thanks to the advances in high frequency circuits where Monolithic
Microwave Integrated Circuits (MMICs) represent a key factor. Systems working at
MMW often use metal waveguides as interconnect elements and transitions are em-
ployed to transfer the signals from these elements to the Radio Frequency (RF) circuits.
The objective of this thesis is to design, fabricate and characterise electromagnetic tran-
sitions between rectangular waveguide (WR) and planar transmission lines at G-band
frequencies (140-220 GHz). The first part of this work presents an overview of the elec-
tromagnetic properties of the atmosphere at MMW frequencies and their use for passive
MMW imaging applications. Fundamental design concepts and prototypes of real-time
imagers are also represented, based on the pioneering work carried out at QinetiQ Ltd.
An extensive review of the scientific literature on waveguide transitions presents previous
designs and architectures. The work proceeds through design, simulation, fabrication
and measurements of G-band transitions highlighting advantages and disadvantages of
different structures.
The novel design of Elevated E-plane probes, used as waveguide to microstrip transitions
in this work, extends the fabrication technique of MMIC air-bridges to build suspended
metal structures and provides an additional optimising parameter to improve the reflec-
tion performance of the transition by decomposing the substrate influence on the metal
probe.
The innovative Elevated E-plane probe is fabricated on Semi-Insulated Gallium Arsenide
(SI-GaAs) and it is MMIC-integrated, reducing system complexity and optimizing fab-
rication and assembly costs.
The core of the thesis details the fabrication processes and procedures and a separate
section describes the manufacture of G-band rectangular waveguide blocks that host the
transitions. The overall fabrication is carried out using in-house facilities at the Univer-
sity of Glasgow without the aid of external facilities.
Measured results are presented and discussed, validating design and simulations. This
work has led to a successful design and fabrication of GaAs-integrated rectangular waveg-
uide to microstrip line transition at G-band.
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Introduction
1.1 Introduction
The first chapter of this thesis gives an insight into the millimetre wave frequencies
and the phenomenology that marks them for attractive applications such as imaging.
An overview of the receiver architectures is discussed focusing on the direct detection
technique as the preferred method for passive imaging. Sky temperature and material
properties are crucial aspects at these frequencies and a contrast model is needed to
interpret correctly the information carried by incoming signals.
Section 1.4.2 describes the fundamental parameters used to estimate the performance of
the receivers, highlighting the unavoidable trade-offs involved in the design of a real-time
system.
Early scanning receivers using reflecting lenses are introduced and some prototypes with
their relative operating mechanisms are illustrated. The chapter ends by discussing the
losses involved in the transitions between receiving antenna and RF circuits as a crucial
part of the front-end design to achieve a good signal detection.
1.2 An Overview of Millimetre Waves
The Radio Frequency (RF) band 30-300 GHz has a wavelength from ten to one millimetre
giving it the name Millimetre Wave (MMW) band. This range of frequencies, as shown
in Figure 1.1, is located above the microwave band and below the low infrared (IR)
region where the electromagnetic radiation is commonly called terahertz radiation.
1
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Figure 1.1: MMW band location in RF spectrum.
The advantages, associated with increasing the operating frequency of well developed
microwaves applications to include the MMW range, could result in potential wider
transmission bandwidth for the RF circuits and an improved resolution and directivity
for a given antenna aperture.
However, these applications should take into account two major aspects:
• atmospheric transmission properties
• maturity of technology
The atmosphere presents some peculiar characteristics at MMW frequencies that are
not generally encountered at microwave frequencies, focussing interest towards new ap-
plications and uses. However, the major problem is to have a mature and developed
technology which allows proper detection and post processing of signals at these fre-
quencies.
This chapter presents a qualitative overview of the aspects related to the MMW systems
design, focusing on the particular application of the Passive MMW (PMMW) imaging.
Examples refer to investigations and to pioneering work done at QinetiQ under the
supervision of Dr. Roger Appleby.
Phenomenology and general design aspects will be discussed pointing out the limitations
and advantages of taking such systems up to the G-band (140-220 GHz). The chapter
ends with a discussion on the crucial role the electromagnetic (EM) interconnection
segments have on the total system performance and pointing out their requirements.
1.2.1 Atmospheric Absorption
The reason for which MMW frequencies aroused the interest of the scientific community
relies on the unique features of objects and the atmosphere at this range of wavelengths.
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In fact, the EM transmission properties of the atmosphere depend on many factors such
as: temperature, humidity, elevation, pressure and its gas percentage composition. The
electromagnetic radiation at different wavelengths can be scattered and/or absorbed by
atmospheric particles.
Scattering and absorption can be considered two different processes. Scattering happens
when the EM radiation conserves the total amount of energy but the direction of prop-
agation is altered. Absorption, instead, is a process that subtracts energy from the EM
radiation and converts it to another form.
Attenuation (or extinction) is the sum of scattering and absorption and takes into ac-
count the total effect between the medium and propagating radiation . An example of a
well known and often cited graph that represents the attenuation of the EM propagation
is shown in Figure 1.2.
This figure shows the attenuation in decibels per kilometre (dB/Km) due respectively
Figure 1.2: Attenuation of electromagnetic waves by atmospheric gases, rain and fog.
to atmospheric gases and particulates, typically rain and fog, in the range of 10GHz-
1000THz. The gaseous attenuation, represented by the red plot, refers to a horizontal
transmission path at sea level in clear air conditions. It can be noticed that the attenu-
ation mainly due to scattering for different rainfall densities is also reported.
The gaseous attenuation is mainly due to absorption and it shows different peaks which
refer to the absorption frequencies of the different gases constituting the atmosphere.
Between two different absorption frequencies, there are the so called transmission ”win-
dows”. These frequency bands have relatively low attenuation and are better candidates
to transmit information compared to their adjacent frequencies. It can be noticed, from
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Figure 1.2, that in the MMW band there are four transmission windows centred around
the frequencies of 35, 94, 140 and 220 GHz. Three absorption peaks due to oxygen (O2)
and water vapour (H2O) can be found in between these transmission windows.
The attenuation is further increased in poor weather conditions by drizzle and heavy
rain which contribute to scattering effects. The relative plots in figure 1.2 show a knee
behaviour at a few hundred GHz, after which they keep fairly constant up to 100 THz.
A remarkable plot relative to fog condition shows that at MMW the attenuation is two
orders of magnitude lower than in the visible spectrum.
A detailed analysis of the spectra of different atmospheric gases is beyond the scope of
this introduction. However, a general and qualitative description of the causes of gases
absorption and how they affect some applications could lead to a better comprehension
of the exploited MMW phenomenology and the choices and trade-offs made in the MMW
systems design.
The absorption of EM radiation relies on the interaction of radiation with matter.
Whether the matter is in solid, liquid or gas state, the molecular absorption of the
radiation can follow different processes depending on the wavelength and the amount of
energy of the radiation itself.
Generally, the absorption is classified in rotational, vibrational and transitional modes;
their frequency occurrence is presented schematically in Figure 1.3. At wavelengths up
Figure 1.3: Absorption modes at different wavelengths.
to the visible spectrum, the majority of the energy is molecularly absorbed in form of
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electron energy level changes. As we approach the infrared (IR) wavelengths the radi-
ation is absorbed in the form of molecular vibrations, which can be considered as the
superposition of vibrational modes whose cardinality and orientations depend totally on
the molecules geometry and the nature of its chemical bonds. The EM radiation, at
microwave and low IR frequencies, is mostly absorbed in gases as molecular rotations
and torsions. Also, depending on the molecules geometry and charges distribution, it is
possible to consider a molecular rotation as superposition of rotational modes referring
to a fixed coordinate system.
At MMW frequencies the absorption spectra of most solids are flat, whereas gases have
many absorption lines due to the rotational modes [1].
The composition of the atmosphere at sea level is:
• N2 Nitrogen 78%
• O2 Oxygen 21%
• H2O Water vapour 0-2%
• Ar Argon 0.9%
• CO2 Carbon dioxide 0.1% (varies with location)
• Neon, Helium, Krypton 0.0001%
• CH4, SO2, O3, NO, NO2 in trace quantities
Each of these gas molecules interacts with the EM radiation and may or may not absorb
energy in the form of rotations and torsions depending on their own molecular structure.
Figure 1.2 shows that at MMW frequencies O2 and H2O are the only two atmospheric
components showing strong and noticeable absorption lines.
The water vapour molecule has a zero net charge, but the nature of its chemical bonds is
such that positive and negative charges do not completely overlap. Hence water vapour
molecules are said to be polar because they show a permanent electric dipole moment.
Absorption of microwave radiation happens when the electric field of a travelling EM
wave exerts a torque on a molecular dipole as illustrated in Figure 1.4 for the case of
water vapour.
Rotational motion of molecules can be quantized. Atmospheric absorption happens
when quantum energy of microwave photons matches the ranges of energy separating
quantum states of molecular rotations and torsions. Following this mechanism, water
vapour presents absorption at 22GHz, 183GHz and 324GHz.
Molecules with mirror symmetry like Oxygen (O2), Nitrogen (N2) and Carbon dioxide
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Figure 1.4: Rotation and torsion of a water vapour molecule due to electric field.
(CO2) have no permanent electric dipole moments and so can not interact with an
electric field. In fact, Oxygen presents two relevant absorption bands at around 60GHz
and 118GHz. These are due to the particular chemical bonds of the O2 molecules.
The electron configuration of the oxygen has two unpaired electrons occupying two
degenerate molecular orbitals. These orbitals are classified as antibonding. Unpaired
electrons on antibonding orbitals can have the same spin, so that the molecule has a
non-zero magnetic moment and it is said to be paramagnetic. The oxygen molecular
configuration is also known as triplet.
The absorption frequencies of O2 and H2O are discrete, but as the gaseous molecules are
constantly in collision with each other, the absorption frequencies broaden into bands
whose extension is directly related to the temperature, an indicator of molecular kinetic
energy.
Nitrogen (N2), although it is very similar and presents a molecular composition close to
Oxygen, does not have a magnetic moment and it does not present any major absorption
frequency. In fact, its outer molecular orbital is fully complete and the two nitrogen
atoms have a stable and strong bond.
As a consequence of gaseous absorption frequencies, developers design their RF, long
distance, systems mainly centred on the transmission windows, where the attenuation is
less dramatic. On the other hand, frequency bands, where the attenuation is substantial,
were left unlicensed, allowing freedom of development of many short range applications
for Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) uses.
1.3 Millimetre Wave Imaging
In the last fifty years the interest in extending our vision of the environment culminated
in developing systems for remarkable applications such as radio astronomy and earth
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remote sensing.
Satellite and airborne remote sensing evolved mainly around two different techniques:
• Passive Imaging
• Active Imaging
Passive imaging relies on radiometric techniques used to measure the power of the EM
radiation coming from a scene. For instance in earth remote sensing, the solar energy
is absorbed by the earth’s surface which, at energy balance, re-emits it mainly in the
infrared spectrum [2]. In passive radiometric imagers, the receiver collects the energy
naturally emitted or reflected and forms images containing information on the nature of
objects in terms of intensities and transparency.
Active imaging, instead, is based on radar techniques where a pulse or a continuous wave
(CW) with determined power is transmitted and then reflected by the objects of inter-
est. From different delays and distorsion of the reflected pulse, it is possible to define
the profile of the observed scene. One of the most remarkable satellite based methods
is called Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). This system combines the active imaging
techniques with the continuous movement of the satellite along its orbit resulting in a
system with a virtual larger receiving antenna that increases image resolution.
Conceptually, the two techniques are very different and as such they have advantages
and disadvantages regarding their performance and type of information that they can
collect. For example, while passive imaging relies on radiation intensity coming from a
scene, the active imaging relies instead on transmitting and receiving pulses and pro-
vides a more accurate scene depth.
In both systems there is a noise floor that must be exceeded in order for the imagers to
work effectively. The performance of an active imager is a function of receiver noise
power, adopted scan technique, antenna performance and phenomenology involved.
These effects can be separately optimised. Whereas a passive imager sensitivity, as
further shown in Section 1.4.2, is limited by a combination of both receiver noise floor
and noise associated with the thermal scene being imaged. Hence, passive imaging tech-
nology has to account the challenge of the thermal level of the scene.
If the environmental conditions present cloud layers or heavy rain the sky temperature
increases significantly at MMW frequencies and its reflections become more difficult to
be detected by a passive imager. Hence, there is the limitation of using passive imaging
under controlled conditions. Active imaging systems have the ability to overcome these
limitations, but they have always suffered from a lack of receiver components and suit-
able sources for the transmitters.
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Active imaging involve a more complex electronics than passive imaging due to the
required operations of transmitting signal with a determined power and detecting the
information back-scattered by the scene, hence working as a radar system. Although
MMW and sub-MMW sources become recently more available, mature technology has
always been a barrier in the development of active systems due to high losses level in
mixers and detectors.
On the other hand, passive imaging systems are typically simpler than active systems.
However, passive imaging operations are not straight forward as they seem since the en-
vironment, being the source of illumination, have a strong impact on their performance.
A list of various imaging system architectures is presented in [3] with their relative sen-
sitivities in terms of minimum signal-to-noise ratio. These results also helped to state
the program goals for the DARPA Terahertz Electronics program.
Passive imaging systems inherit their architecture directly from the IR radiometric re-
ceiving systems. The main topologies are illustrated as functional block diagrams in
Figure 1.5. The tuned radio frequency receiver is used for the direct detection of the
Figure 1.5: Functional blocks for different passive radiometry techniques.
signal and avoids local oscillators and pre-amplifiers which are used in super-heterodyne
topologies. Local oscillators would add noticeable complexity to the design in case an
array of receivers has to be employed. Direct detection has been the preferred approach
for PMMW imagers and the following sections refer to it in the description of design
characteristics.
1.4 Passive Millimetre-Wave (PMMW) Imaging
Similar to a visible camera or to an IR camera which detects radiation respectively in the
visible and IR spectrum, a camera for PMMW imaging detects the naturally occurring
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MMW radiation reflected or radiated by objects in a scene in order to form images.
However, there are important differences between PMMW imaging and visible or IR
imaging in terms of radiation intensity, spatial resolution and contrast model.
This section presents a qualitative analysis and discussion of the aspects that characterize
PMMW imaging systems by considering contrast model and design parameters used to
prototype outdoor imaging systems for 35GHz and 94GHz. The discussion points out
the advantages and concerns in designing a possible PMMW imaging system at G-band.
1.4.1 Contrast Model and Materials Properties
In designing a PMMW imaging system it is important to understand the origin of the
contrast in the scene. In the visible spectrum, the differences in reflectivities between
objects and background is the main source of contrast. The objects reflect at different
frequencies and so they appear with different colors. In MMW spectrum the contrast in
outdoors scenes is produced in similar way but it is a function of the sky temperature [1]
which is a source of incoherent illumination. At MMW frequencies the sky is relatively
cold and it has a temperature of, typically, 100K on a clear day at the zenith rising to
ambient temperatures at the horizon [4]. It is worth noticing that sun’s illumination
is not needed to generate MMW radiometric temperature based images. The radiation
temperature is produced by the atmospheric emission. Objects in the scene reflect the
radiation temperature of the sky forming images similar to visible pictures, depending
on their material and optical bulk properties.
In fact, if the objects surface is smooth compared to the operating wavelength, they
reflect specularly according to Fresnel’s law. This implies that scattering effects can be
neglected and light propagation obeys ray optics approximations. On the other hand,
if the surface roughness become comparable with the observation wavelength then their
reflections appear diffused.
Consider the situation illustrated in Figure 1.6. The radiation coming from a scene and
detected by the imager has different components:
• Emissions from scene components
• Reflections of sky temperature by scene constituents
• Background emissions depending on environmental temperature
This means that the intensity of a MMW radiation at each point of the scene is deter-
mined by three contributions: self emission of components, reflection from the illumina-
tion source and background radiation.
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Figure 1.6: Scene objects radiation for a MMW imaging sensor: radiation reflected
from objects (a), radiation emitted from objects (b), radiation transmitted from back-
ground (c).
As in the IR and visible spectrum, at MMW frequencies an object reflects and emits
radiation depending on its emissivity () and reflectivity (ρ). The object transmissivity
(t) plays also a role revealing background information. All these parameters are related
through the equation:
ρ+ + t = 1 (1.1)
A perfect radiator has  = 1 and it is also known as blackbody, whereas a perfect reflector
has  = 0. Emissivity and reflectivity of an object depends also on its dielectric properties
(εr), surface roughness (%) and angle of observation (θ):
 ≡ (εr, %, θ) (1.2)
To better understand the image formation, consider the object surface brightness tem-
perature Ts also called equivalent temperature as:
Ts = T0 (1.3)
where T0 is the object thermodynamic temperature.
Hence, objects with different emissivities have different radiated energy. An important
factor in the generation of an image is the way the scene is illuminated. This information
is captured by a scattered surface equivalent temperature Tsc:
Tsc = ρTill (1.4)
where Till is the temperature of the illuminating source and ρ is the reflectivity of the
object.
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Table 1.1: Optical properties for materials at 100 and 500 GHz.
Emissivity Reflectivity Transmission
Material 100GHz 500GHz 100GHz 500GHz 100GHz 500GHz
No object 0 0 0 0 1 1
Explosive on skin 0.74 0.95 0.26 0.05 0 0
Metal 0 0 1 1 0 0
Skin 0.65 0.91 0.35 0.09 0 0
Denim 0.09 0.49 0.01 0.01 0.9 0.5
T-shirt 0.04 0.2 0 0 0.96 0.8
By considering both factors the apparent temperature of the object Te is:
Te = Ts + Tsc = T0 + ρTill (1.5)
Moreover, some materials appear to be transparent allowing the radiation, coming from
objects behind or in the background, to pass through and to be detected. This charac-
teristic is accounted by the transmissivity t of the object.
Hence, the apparent temperature Trec received by a PMMW sensor is equated as:
Trec(ε, µ, θ, α) = ρTill + T0 + tTback (1.6)
where Tback represents the temperature of the background. It is worth noting that the
received temperature is a function of the dielectric materials in the scene (ε, µ), the
angle of observation θ and the angle of incidence α of the sky temperature on the scene
objects.
By using eq. 1.6 it is possible to determine the signature of different materials in deter-
mined circumstances and operating frequency. Optical values for emissivity, reflectivity
and transmission for some materials were found [5] and listed in Table 1.1.
The list of these few materials highlights the suitability of MMW in security appli-
cations where a possible improvised explosive device (IED) or metal weapon could be
carried on a person and hidden under clothing. The values of reflectivity show that
metal objects are highly reflective, whereas T-shirts (i.e. cotton) have a high value of
transmission coefficient, hence resulting highly transparent at 100GHz. Values of , ρ
and t for the same materials are also listed for 500GHz where they start to change sub-
stantially.
The ability to detect objects is related to the definition of contrast.
Contrast is the difference between the radiation reflected from the background when the
object is present and that when the object is absent.
Eq.1.6 is of little use in identifying objects if the information regarding the temperature
of the background is not provided. It could vary case by case.
However, if the imager can probe the scene with a sufficient resolution, it is possible
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to detect variation of radiometric temperature that can flag the presence of a possible
object or threat. This is, partly, the reason for which investigations are carried out to
design imaging systems working at the upper bands of the MMW frequencies in order
to reduce the spot size as explained in section 1.4.2.
Table 1.1 shows that contrasts of explosives on skin and metal on skin are dominated
by differences in reflectivity. At 100GHz an outdoors scene is modelled with an environ-
mental radiometric temperature of 100K. In this case the observed contrast of skin and
explosives or skin and metal can be of 18K and 125K respectively. At 500GHz the envi-
ronmental radiometric temperature is assumed to be 300K and the modelled contrasts
have much lower values such as 2K and 4K respectively for explosives and metal again.
Reflection of sky temperature is the primary aspect when metals and explosives have to
be detected, consequently the direction along which the sky illuminates the scene is also
important. If an imager is aimed at the zenith, it will detect the sky temperature and
also a low level of downwelling radiation from the atmosphere itself. Moving towards
the horizon the environmental temperature increases because the radiation has a longer
path through the atmosphere.
Sky temperature is reflected back from objects to the imager, travelling across a por-
tion of atmosphere once again where the contrast is further softened. Objects’ contrast
detected by an imaging system is reduced by atmospheric attenuation according the
Koschmeider’s equation [1]:
C(R) = C(0)
(
1 +
b
r(0)
[(exp(αR)− 1]
)−1
(1.7)
where R is the range, α is the attenuation coefficient, b is the scattering parameter and
r is the apparent averaged reflectivity of the object and background.
Particular attention has to be paid if a PMMW imaging system has to be designed at
frequencies higher than 100GHz and operating over G-band (140-220GHz). The presence
of two major absorption bands due to oxygen and water vapour have to be accounted
when interpreting the results of reflections from the objects scene. In such cases, the
sky temperature could vary from 200K to 280K [6] and a more sensitive receiver has to
be employed.
1.4.2 System Performance
The performance of an imaging system can be defined by a set of equations describing
thermal sensitivity, spatial resolution and sampling of the scene subtended by the system
field of view (FOV).
The thermal sensitivity, ∆Tmin, of an imager, also called noise equivalent temperature
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difference, is the lowest temperature in the scene that is detectable by the receiver. It
is defined as [7] :
∆Tmin =
Ta + TR√
βτ
(1.8)
where Ta is the antenna temperature, TR is the noise temperature of the receiver, β is
the frequency bandwidth and τ is the integration time of the receiver. For the smallest
thermal sensitivity, β and τ need to have a value as high as possible.
The MMW radiation coming from the scene is, generally, focused on the receiver by an
antenna system with an aperture diameter D. The half power beamwidth of an antenna,
θ expressed in radians, with a circular aperture is given by:
θ ≈ 1.22× λ
D
(1.9)
where λ is the wavelength of the radiation. From the Rayleigh law of diffraction it is
then possible to define the spot size, s, at a distance range, R, from the center of the
antenna as:
s = R · 1.22λ
D
(1.10)
The spot size is the footprint of the half power beamwidth of the antenna at a distance
R and it also corresponds to the smallest resolvable object size at that distance. By
increasing the aperture diameter D of the antenna or increasing the frequency of oper-
ation or both, it is possible to reduce the spot size achieving a better resolution for the
imager.
For instance, let us consider the scanning and detection of an object of size around
300mm at a distance of 2m from the imaging system. One of the requirements is to use
a spot size of 20mm which will give adequately 15 footprints across the object.
By using eq.1.10 the required aperture diameter of the antenna is D=1.05m for a work-
ing frequency f=35GHz and D=39cm for frequency f=94GHz. However, using the same
aperture diameter of the antenna, at an increased distance R=20m the spot size will lin-
early increase to s=20cm. It is worth noting that by increasing the operating frequency
it is possible to trade off size and resolution of the imager.
So far, the performance of an imaging system has been considered in terms of total an-
tenna size, resolution and range. Consider now eq.1.8 where Ta represents the antenna
temperature and contains the information coming from the scene, TR is the receiver
equivalent temperature and depends on the architecture and technology chosen for its
realization. TR is considered as additional internal noise.
Ideally a wide band system would provide a more sensitive detection, however the band-
width, β, of the system has two limiting factors: technology and atmospheric attenua-
tion. The last factor to consider is the single receiver integration time. If a real-time
scanning operation is desired, the system integration time should be in the range of
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10-25 ms in order to reproduce the observed scene with a good frame rate. This can be
achieved by using a staring planar array of receivers or a scanning system. In the first
case, the integration time of the system is equal to the integration time of the single
receiver in the array. Because of the large number of receivers required, this solution is
not cost effective, although preferred in some situations. In the second case, by assuming
there are m picture points across the scene to be scanned with N receivers each having
an integration time τ . Then, the whole system integration time is:
t =
m× τ
N
(1.11)
From which:
τ =
t×N
m
(1.12)
If the scanning system has a field of view (FOV) of h meters by v meters with the spot
size at a distance R as defined in 1.10, then the number of picture points to scan, m,
can be expressed as:
m =
(
2 · h
s
× 2 · v
s
)
= 4×
(
h · v
s2
)
(1.13)
where a factor of 4 takes into consideration the necessary bi-dimensional oversampling
of each picture point to satisfy the Nyquist-Shannon condition in order to avoid aliasing.
Hence, the 1.12 becomes [8] :
τ =
1
4
s2tN
(hv)
=
1
4
Ns2
F (hv)
(1.14)
which is the required integration time of a single receiver to achieve a system frame rate
per second, F = 1/t, of the scene using a spot size s.
Moreover, by using 1.14 and 1.8 it is possible to express the thermal sensitivity of the
receiver as:
∆Tmin = 2× (Ta + TR)
s
·
√
F (hv)
βN
(1.15)
Thermal sensitivity can be improved by reducing the frame rate, F, increasing the band-
width β or the number of receivers N. By increasing the spot size s, it also improves the
thermal sensitivity but this is achieved at the expense of the smallest resolvable feature
size.
Vice-versa, the same eq. 1.15 can be rearranged to give:
N = 4×
(
Ta + TR
∆Tmin
)2
· F (hv)
βs2
(1.16)
which is the number of receivers N required for a frame rate F of the scene (hv) with a
spot size s when it is necessary to reach a certain value for the sensitivity ∆Tmin.
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1.4.3 Different Systems
In the past many different methods to detect MMW radiation were developed. The
traditional method, common in radioastronomy, used doped germanium (Ge) bolome-
ters and it was analogous to the infrared detection. This approach needed a particular
cooling system to reduce its inherent temperature noise. Alternatively, the technique
of using tuned amplifiers before the actual detectors was crucial to the development of
super-heterodyne receivers, Figure 1.5. These systems amplified the radiation in order
to compensate the detector noise factor.
Recent availability of broad-band low-noise RF amplifiers at MMW frequencies, using
InP and GaAs technology, allowed the development of a technique to detect MMW radi-
ation from a scene by using a conical scanned array of receivers. This last solution proved
to be the most cost effective, even when compared to planar antenna arrays coupled di-
rectly to amplifiers and detectors. In fact, these techniques do not have sufficiently low
noise temperature to be used in very long distance PMMW imaging applications. The
scanned receiver array technique represented the initial optimum solution for a real time
imaging system [7]. The concept is based on a system of a reflecting lens as illustrated
in Figure 1.7. The surfaces A and B represent two free standing wired grid polarizers
Figure 1.7: System of reflecting lens for wave polarization.
on either side of a Faraday rotator, having their polarization axes 45◦ apart.
A randomly polarized wave, 1, incident from left is linearly polarized by surface A, which
allows one polarization to pass, 2, and reflects its orthogonal component. The resulting
linear polarization is then rotated 45◦ by the Faraday rotator, 3, and eventually can
pass through surface B, 4. If a wave with this last polarization is incident on the right
side of the system, 1’, it can pass through surface B, 2’, and it is rotated 45◦ by the
Faraday rotator, 3’. Surface A reflects back the radiation, 4’, which passes a second
time through the rotator where it further rotates of additional 45◦, 5’. Surface B reflects
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this incident wave because of its polarization, 6’, and it passes a third time through the
Faraday rotator, 7’, which aligns its polarization conformally to exit surface A, 8’.
This system of reflecting lenses is the basis of the folded Schmidt camera, which if com-
bined with a conical scanner, resulted in a real-time imaging prototype system operating
at 35GHz [1]. The raytrace mechanism is illustrated in Figure 1.8. It consists of reflect-
Figure 1.8: First prototype of lens system for an imager operating at 35 GHz.
ing lenses system as discussed and it differs by the use of a tilted rotating mirror that
scans the incoming radiation from the scene. In this case, the curved polarising grid
mirror, focuses the radiation on an array of 32 receivers.
This original concept was further modified to fabricate two additional prototypes, used
for security scanning and for poor-weather navigation, working at 35GHz and 94GHz
respectively. The raytrace of the two systems are illustrated in Figure 1.9 and 1.10.
Figure 1.9 describes the imager prototype working at 35GHz and it is worth noticing
Figure 1.9: Raytrace for a 35 GHz imager prototype.
that the array of receivers is located between the grid mirrors. The rotating mirror and
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the curved grid polarizer are replaced by a curved rotating mirror. In this case, a mean-
der quarter-wave plate [7] is used as rotator. The polarizer is constructed from a grid of
parallel metal lines whose spacing is small compared to the operating wavelength. The
MMW radiation enters the system from the left and is polarized by the grid. Further,
by passing through the meanderline, its polarization converts from linear to circular.
The radiation is then reflected by the rotating mirror which changes the handedness of
the circular polarization and it passes again through the meander line, where it converts
its polarization from circular back to linear, but orthogonal to the original polarization.
Finally, the radiation is reflected back by the polarizing grid and it is focused on an
array of receivers.
The final system has an aperture of 1.6m and it has a field of view of 20◦ × 10◦ able to
cover an adult at 4m of distance.
The imager was used to collect images from people outdoors when carrying metal ob-
jects exploiting their high reflectivity to the sky temperature.
Figure 1.10 illustrates the raytrace for the imager prototype working at 94GHz and
Figure 1.10: Raytrace for a 94 GHz imager prototype.
used in poor weather visibility. In this case the polarizer grid consists of parallel lines
etched in copper on polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) substrate. The grid spacing is op-
timized for 94GHz.
For this design a Faraday rotator was initially adopted instead of the meanderline plate
and an array of 150 receivers was employed. In its final realization, the Faraday rotator
was substituted by a grooved quarter wave plate. The result of the design provides a
system with an aperture of 50cm and a field of view of 60◦× 30◦. The array of receivers
employed MMIC technology which enabled a compact form factor with reduced cost due
to the reliability and repeatability of the MMIC process.
The architectures of Figures 1.9 and 1.10 allow linearly polarized radiation to be focussed
on a block of receivers, likely in the form of small E-Horn antennas, oriented to receive
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the same polarization.
In the design of real-time scanning imagers, it is necessary to consider the thermal
sensitivity per receiver given in eq.1.15. Most of the time, it is possible to achieve the
Nyquist-Shannon sampling condition by using two linear arrays of receivers instead of
one, mounted above each other with an offset of half a receiver pitch. This arrangement
relaxes the sensitivity requirements on the single receiver. The design needs to relate the
receiver thermal sensitivity ∆Tmin to the system thermal sensitivity ∆TS by accounting
for the atmospheric attenuation La, the loss, Lo, in the optics and the loss, Lt, in the
EM transitions as follows:
∆TS = ∆Tmin · La · Lo · Lt (1.17)
The atmospheric loss in clear air condition, from Figure 1.2, is 0.5 dB per Km at
100GHz, which gives an attenuation of 0.01 dB over a range of 20m. The optical loss
is generally assumed to be ∼3 dB. The loss in the transitions are the losses in the EM
junctions between the receiver input and the first signal driver amplifier. This loss is
mainly due to signal path attenuation and component impedance mismatch,which the
designer is responsible for.
To stress the care that must be exercised in designing high frequency transitions for
imaging applications, consider an impedance mismatch at a transition point between
horn antenna and waveguide, with a reflecton coefficient ρ. We have:
T2 = T1(1− ρ) + Tρ (1.18)
where Tρ is the equivalent temperature as seen from the point of reflection into the
receiver, T1 is the input temperature and T2 is the temperature at the transition output
as illustrated in Figure 1.11. Then the difference between output and input is:
Figure 1.11: Schematic of reflection point due to impedance mismatch.
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TD = T2 − T1 = ρ(Tρ − T1) (1.19)
By considering a typical temperature 300K for Tρ and assuming T1=100K, with a re-
flection coefficient of -26dB we have an error TD=0.5K on the received temperature. If
the imaging system aims to have a thermal sensitivity ∆Tmin=1K, this type of reflection
would dramatically influence the performance.
1.5 Trends towards Higher Frequencies
As mentioned in section 1.4.2, the trade-off between antenna aperture and operating
frequency leads to imaging systems with much smaller dimensions than the prototypes
illustrated in section 1.4.3, allowing the design of more portable devices which can be eas-
ily mounted on aircraft and helicopters for collision avoidance in poor weather conditions
or for quick and temporary mountings in locations where stand-off security screening of
personnel are required.
The limiting factors for the development of these type of imagers are related to the
availability and reliability of RF circuits at frequencies beyond 100 GHz. Since PMMW
imaging still prefers a direct detection technique of MMW radiation, the RF circuitry
has to satisfy the main requirement of low noise characteristics which would otherwise
compromise the single receiver sensitivity as highlighted in eq.1.8.
While initial investigations of RF circuit characteristics used in the prototypes of sec-
tion 1.4.3 are described in [9], nowadays the industry provides commercially available
receiver modules to the market [10] for frequencies up to W-band (75-110 GHz).
Meanwhile further investigations, carried out in the design of RF circuitry for imaging
applications at G-band [11] and beyond [12], exploited the mHEMT MMIC technology
and achieved promising results.
However, the single receiver structure still follows a hybrid architecture where amplifiers,
detector and transition junctions are manufactured on different substrates. This solu-
tion is not cost effective since the different components have to be fabricated separately
and delicate alignment and assembly procedures further extend production times. The
integration of two or more components on a single substrate material would certainly
be desirable in a manufacturing line.
Detector sensitivity still depends on the substrate material [13] and they do not lend
themselves to easy integration. On the other hand a transition junction, as a passive de-
vice, could be integrated with the first stage amplifier of the receiver. Hence an overview
of the possible transition geometries will help to select suitable solutions.
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1.6 Conclusions
Atmospheric absorption bands characterize and dominate the EM spectrum at MMW
frequencies and limit their use for communications. However, applications such as imag-
ing for security screening exploit the concept of sky temperature as the illuminating
source to reveal the properties that materials present at these frequencies. An overview
of PMMW imaging systems and techniques has been presented and trade-offs for real
time systems have been discussed. The key point for correct signal detection relies on
delivering, with minimum losses, the signals from the receiving antenna to the RF cir-
cuits. Hence, care has to be taken in designing their interconnections.
The trend of designing smaller systems benefits from the recent advances in MMIC
technology and a MMIC-integrated transition to a rectangular waveguide is a highly
desirable feature when the receiving antenna is directly connected to a waveguide. The
next chapter presents a literature review of the techniques used to realize this transition
and it will help to consider the best solution to implement in MMIC.
Chapter 2
Rectangular Waveguide to Planar
Transmission Line Transitions
2.1 Introduction
Generally a microwave transition is the mechanism by which an EM wave, travelling on
one type of transmission line, is coupled into another type of line. Hence, there exist
transitions between coaxial cable and microstrip lines, or coplanar waveguides to slot-
lines etc...
This chapter presents rectangular waveguide as good candidates for low loss networks.
The chapter then presents a literature review describing the different strategies that can
be adopted to achieve an EM transition between rectangular waveguide and a generic
planar transmission line, highlighting the use of scattering parameters as fundamental
indicators of its performance. The architectures are subdivided into four categories de-
pending on geometry and EM coupling mechanism. Each category is described citing
previous works done and presenting its relative advantages and disadvantages.
The chapter ends with some considerations and two useful tables.
The first table is a summary of the different cited transitions, reporting their category,
employed materials, operating bandwidth, measured S-parameters when available and
their assembly characteristics. This table also includes the waveguide to microstrip tran-
sition developed in the present work.
The second table groups the transitions into four categories based on their architectures
and lists pros and cons of each, considering aspects such as manufacture complexity,
characteristics of materials, measurement suitability and robustness to fabrication tol-
erances.
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2.2 Aspects of Propagation in Rectangular Waveguide
2.2.1 Low Loss Transmission Line
Rectangular waveguides are composed of a single metal conductor, whereas other mi-
crowave transmission lines such as coaxial cable, microstrip and CPW have more than
one conductor functioning as signal line and reference ground. Signals propagate along
the enclosed volume of the metal structure. Characteristic propagation is described in
Appendix A where details are given on propagating modes.
Rectangular waveguides are the preferred transmission lines when low attenuation is de-
sired, especially at high frequency where they represent the optimum choice as inter-stage
connection between receiving antenna and first stage amplifier in a receiver front-end.
The cross section of rectangular waveguides is often flared out to form a horn antenna
which gives an enormous flexibility during the design and fabrication processes. All of
these aspects justify the use of rectangular waveguides at MMW as the applications
require a high level of sensitivity against the strong atmospheric attenuations at these
frequencies. Although they are multi-mode lines, waveguides with appropriate dimen-
sions can operate in single-mode propagation for better control of the propagating signal
and its polarization. It is possible to associate waveguide dimensions to single-mode fre-
quency bands.
2.2.2 Rectangular Waveguide Dimensions and Frequency Bands
Table 2.1 presents a list of the most common rectangular waveguide standards used
in microwave and mm-wave bands. Each waveguide standard is associated with its
operating frequency limits, which, partially or entirely, covers a frequency band. Inte-
rior waveguide dimensions are also listed in inches and millimetres. In most cases the
waveguide cross-section has a 2:1 aspect ratio or very nearly so. However, it has to be
highlighted that the waveguide has tolerances for its fabrication process that inevitably
vary its dimensions from the nominal values with consequent variation of the frequency
limits, especially for waveguides with very small cross-section.
The table is guidance for the different transition structures discussed in the present
chapter.
2.3 Architecture of the Transitions
EM transitions can be interpreted as imperfections in electrical links and as such, they
can be analyzed in terms of insertion/return loss or their equivalent network behaviour
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Table 2.1: Rectangular Waveguide sizes and frequency bands.
Frequency Waveguide Frequency Limits Inside Dimensions
Band Standard (GHz) (inches) (mm)
C-band WR-137 5.85 - 8.20 1.372x0.622 34.8488x15.7988
H-band WR-112 7.05 - 10.00 1.122x0.497 28.4988x12.6238
X-band WR-90 8.2 - 12.4 0.900x0.400 22.86x10.16
Ku-band WR-62 12.4 - 18.0 0.622x0.311 15.7988x7.8994
K-band WR-51 15.0 - 22.0 0.510x0.255 12.954x6.477
K-band WR-42 18.0 - 26.5 0.420x0.170 10.668x4.318
Ka-band WR-28 26.5 - 40.0 0.280x0.140 7.112x3.556
Q-band WR-22 33 - 50 0.224x0.112 5.6896x2.8448
U-band WR-19 40 - 60 0.188x0.094 4.7752x2.3876
V-band WR-15 50 - 75 0.148x0.074 3.7592x1.8796
E-band WR-12 60 - 90 0.122x0.061 3.0988x1.5494
W-band WR-10 75 - 110 0.100x0.050 2.54x1.27
F-band WR-8 90 - 140 0.080x0.040 2.032x1.016
D-band WR-6 110 - 170 0.0650x0.0325 1.651x0.8255
G-band WR-5 140 - 220 0.0510x0.0255 1.2954x0.6477
- WR-4 170 - 260 0.0430x0.0215 1.0922x0.5461
- WR-3 220 - 325 0.0340x0.0170 0.8636x0.4318
Y-band WR-2 325 - 500 0.0200x0.0100 0.508x0.254
- WR-1.5 500 - 750 0.0150x0.0075 0.381x0.1905
- WR-1 750 - 1100 0.0100x0.0050 0.254x0.127
represented by the scattering parameters most commonly known as S-parameters. Their
mathematical formulation and links are presented for completeness in Appendix B help-
ing to understand the performance of the transitions treated in the present chapter.
An EM transition between rectangular waveguide and planar transmission line involves
two major aspects:
• Field matching
• Impedance matching
Field matching is the operation that allows an EM field, propagating in a transmission
line, to conform with the boundary conditions of a different line. An efficient field match-
ing can be achieved by gradually changing the boundary conditions as the transmission
line changes shape and conforms to the new structure. Field matching represents a
prerequisite to a transition. Impedance matching, instead, provides maximum coupling
between the two transmission lines while minimizing reflections.
The major obstacle in a transition with a rectangular waveguide is how to modify its
three-dimensional boundary conditions in order to reshape the EM field to that of a
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planar transmission line such as microstrip or coplanar waveguide (CPW). For this rea-
son, a possible classification of transitions can be made on the basis of the architectural
solution adopted. The transitions can be distinguished as follows:
- Ridge-Waveguide transitions
- Transverse transitions
- In-line transitions
- Aperture-coupling transitions
Following this classification, Ridge-Waveguide and In-line transitions focus mainly on
re-shaping the EM field along its transition path, whereas both Transverse and Aperture-
coupling transitions work as transducers focusing more on the impedance matching.
2.3.1 Ridge-Waveguide Transitions
The use of a Ridge-Waveguide in a transition between rectangular waveguide and a
microwave planar line such as CPW is depicted in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Perspective of a Ridge-waveguide transition to CPW (a), side view (b)
and top view(c). Description of the Ridge waveguide at different cross-sections is also
detailed in Figure 2.2
The mechanism of the EM field matching for this arrangement is described in [14], where
a transition between rectangular waveguide and CPW at K-band is designed, fabricated
and tested. The ridge structure is fabricated inside the rectangular waveguide and its
tapered shape helps to split and rotate the propagating EM field distribution of the
TE10 mode. Figure 2.2(1)-(4) shows how the TE10 electric field is modified by the
presence of a gradually extending metal ridge until it matches the field distribution of
the CPW, Figure 2.2(5)-(6). It is worth noting the non-radiating tapered slot which
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Figure 2.2: Cross-sections(1-6) relative to side view(7) and top view(8) of a Ridge-
waveguide transition.
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opens on the side opposite the ridge. The tapered slot helps the gradual excitation with
equal magnitude and phase of the two slots of the CPW line. Two orthogonal perspec-
tives of the transition are shown in Figure 2.2(7)-(8) for a side view and a top view
of different cross-sections relative to the steps (1)-(6). The technique demonstrates a
transition with a full band (18-26.5 GHz) response with reflection loss better than 11 dB
and an average insertion loss of 1.75 dB. Although this architecture offers a full waveg-
uide band performance, it has to be considered whether this arrangement is suitable at
MMW frequencies where the dimensions in question are smaller. In fact, tolerances on
the mechanical fabrication and alignment of the metal ridge could be prohibitive or, to
some extent, not cost effective. However, the ridge-waveguide transition presents advan-
tages when in-line axial alignment is desired between rectangular waveguide and CPW
as commonly happens in probe devices used in Radio Frequency On Wafer (RFOW)
measurements [15].
A ridge-waveguide structure at W-band (75-110 GHz) is demonstrated in [16]-[17] where
a Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3) anisotropic substrate with high dielectric constant (εx =
εy = 43, εz = 28) is employed. In this case, the metal ridge is made from 50µm thick
copper shim stock and soldered into the rectangular waveguide. A cosine shape profile
is employed for the ridge and a linear taper for the non-radiating slot was defined on
the substrate. Parametric analysis is carried out on the length of the metal ridge and
tapered slot respectively. As result, a threshold value for the ridge length is found after
which the performance does not improve significantly, whereas an optimum value for the
slot length was tuned. Experimental results reveal an S11 < −15dB over the W-band
and an S21 = −3.5dB at 94GHz. However, it has to be noted that the transition is
tested not in back-to-back configuration, hence appropriate losses have to be accounted
when comparing this performance with other architectures measurements if not tested
in similar manner.
The same structure is discussed in [17] where further sensitivity analysis is carried out
on possible linear and angular offset of the ridge with respect to the centre line of the
CPW. Simulated results shows the consistent response with linear offset and significant
dependence of the return loss with angular misalignment.
The analysis reveals that care has to be taken towards mechanical tolerances that start
to play an important role in the assembly process of ridge-waveguide transitions when
exploited at the upper spectrum of the MMW frequencies.
2.3.2 Aperture-coupled Transitions
An interesting category of transitions was introduced in [18] where the use of a slot
aperture was exploited to couple the EM energy into the rectangular waveguide.
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The investigation of these early architectures, illustrated in Figure 2.3(a)-(b), proposes
the energy coupling from a microstrip line via a slot in the its ground plane to a metal
patch element placed on an additional substrate. This technique employs the proximity
feeding mechanism of a microstrip patch antenna [19] which is the radiating element
into the waveguide. A top view of the feed is also illustrated in Figure2.3(d).
Experimental results show narrowband performance given its intrinsic relationship with
the transmission bandwidth of the radiating patch.
The transition is designed and optimized for 11 GHz and measurements reveal a rela-
tive passband of 10%. Further versions of the same transition [20] are designed with a
center frequency at 85 GHz and the authors investigate the option to widen the band
by moving the patch element into the guide wall increasing its distance from the feeding
structure 2.3(b). In some cases a proper step is defined on the rectangular waveguide
profile to better position the radiating element, although increasing the complexity of
fabrication and assembly, Figure 2.3(c).
The Aperture-coupled transitions present remarkable advantages when the location of
the rectangular waveguide is desired only at the back of the planar circuit or when a
waveguide backshort, generally used in the transitions presented in Section 2.3.3, has
to be avoided due to space constraints. Moreover, this geometry avoids cutting the
substrate into particular shapes, it does not compromise the rectangular waveguide line
with any significant modification and it is suitable when no split blocks are needed.
The main disadvantage in using this technique is related to the presence of back-side
radiation.
In fact, early experimental results in [18],[17] reveal the presence of EM radiation on
top of the circuit which compromises the performance by reducing the energy transfer
between microstrip and rectangular waveguide. The back-side radiation is related to the
bidirectional nature of the radiation propagated from a slot aperture.
Additional versions of the transition are investigated in [21] where just a slot cut off in
the ground plane of a microstrip line is used to couple the energy into the guide. A
second substrate with appropriate thickness covers the aperture inside the rectangular
waveguide and it works as λ/4 transformer to match the impedance of the microstrip
with the impedance of the rectangular waveguide as illustrated in Figure 2.3(e).
Since the structure presents only a slot, back-side radiation is observed, but by keeping
the length of the slot slightly longer than its resonating frequency it is shown that it is
possible to couple energy into the guide and keep low levels of back-side radiation at the
same time.
This approach is one of the first attempts to reduce the back-side radiation effect, but
some other new precautions are also adopted in [22] where a single substrate is employed.
Two radiating elements are excited by a CPW line instead of a microstrip. The use of
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a CPW line allows the ground plane and signal line to be on the same side of the sub-
strate. Additional vias connect the CPW ground planes to the metal of the rectangular
waveguide in order to work as waveguide termination as in Figure 2.3(f). In this con-
figuration, proper design of patch feeding reveals reduced levels of back-side radiation
leakage which can be further reduced if a supplementary metal package is placed on top
of the circuit trading-off performance against compactness. However if a metal cap is
used, the total design has to take into account a possible frequency shift and reduction
of the passband [22].
Figure 2.3: Aperture-coupling transitions using two different substrate materials(a-b)
and a stepped waveguide(c). Top view of patch excitation(d). Transition using single
substrate without resonating element(e) and with two radiating patches(f).
When designing rectangular waveguide transitions at higher frequency, mechanical tol-
erances become an issue.
In this scenario, the transition should preferably involve a single substrate and the min-
imum number of parts in order to be robust for fabrication and assembly tolerance.
The work presented in [23] addresses some of these aspects by analysing the coupling
mechanism between microstrip line and radiating element when defined on the same
substrate material. The transition is illustrated in Figure 2.4(a)-(c) for three different
views. Figure 2.4(d) summarises the coupling mechanism by exploiting the cavity model
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for a patch antenna [24], here named matching element.
Low transmission loss is achieved by exchanging the fundamental TE10 mode of the
rectangular waveguide and the quasi -TEM mode of the microstrip line through the fun-
damental resonant TM01 mode of the matching element, Figure 2.4(d).
The length of the matching element controls the frequency at which the TM01 mode
resonates, hence the center of the passband. The transition was designed to work at 76.5
GHz. Figure 2.4(a)-(b) highlights the use of vias to prevent the transition from lateral
radiation leakage and to minimize the back-side radiation.
The bandwidth of the transition is mainly limited to the bandwidth of the associated
patch antenna. However, since the matching element is radiating in a waveguide and
not in free space, the effect of the rectangular waveguide walls on the transmission
bandwidth is investigated. A parametric analysis carried out on the dimensions of the
rectangular waveguide cross-section with respect to the matching element dimensions
reveals that there is a relationship between the length of the waveguide broad wall and
the bandwidth of the transition. By increasing its length to a certain extent it is possible
to trade off a relative passband of 6% with a reflection loss better than 10dB.
Figure 2.4: Top view(a) and inside view(b) of waveguide to microstrip transition(c)
using cavity model(d).
Possible misalignment of the matching element with respect to the rectangular waveg-
uide profile is also investigated to evaluate the maximum acceptable assembly tolerances.
The design shows robustness for misalignments of 200µm in both directions parallel to
the broad walls of the guide. However, the performance is very sensitive to misalignment
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in directions parallel to the narrow walls that limits the maximum acceptable misalign-
ment to 100µm.
Further investigations are carried out on the same structure in [25] where the concept
of the cavity model applied to the transition is extended. The proposed transition aims
to work as a line divider between rectangular waveguide and two microstrip lines.
The position of the two lines with respect to the center of the matching element deter-
mines higher resonant modes in the cavity. The field distribution of these modes do not
match the propagation mode in the rectangular waveguide. This effect is shown in the
plot of the insertion loss which presents in-band dips at frequency where higher modes
start to appear and consequently no energy transfer is supported by the structure.
A further analysis of the manufacturing tolerances reveals that the transition is sensi-
tive to misalignment of the patch relative to the narrow walls as [23]. Roundness of the
corners in the waveguide cross-section does not seem to compromise the insertion loss
of the transition if it is limited to 0-0.7mm.
With the cavity model applied in [23] and [25] it can be deduced that higher order modes
in the substrate present dips in the transmission characteristic at frequencies where no
energy transfer can be associated to the structure. The same effect can be observed in
transitions without resonating patch as in [26].
Figure 2.5(a)-(b) illustrates the transition from waveguide to CPW line accomplished
using 90◦ bends of the two CPW slots. An early use of this excitation technique is
recorded in [27] where the same CPW bends achieved a transition with a substrate
integrated waveguide.
The radiating slots are defined on one side of the substrate, which covers the rectangular
waveguide cross-section. A λ/4 transformer is employed as impedance matching element
between slots and CPW line.
Figure 2.5: CPW to waveguide transition(a) using slot bends and λ/4 transformer(b).
The structure has the benefits of easy fabrication and hermeticity.
Also in this case back-to-back measurements show a resonating mode installed between
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the ground planes of the CPW line and the contour of the waveguide aperture. The
Alumina substrate used in the transition is partly responsible for this resonance which
can be avoided by using a material with lower dielectric constant or by applying vias to
connect the CPW grounds to the waveguide body.
The length of the two 90◦ bend slots is chosen to be λ/4, hence shorter than the res-
onating length which helps to reduce the back-side radiation as previously described.
Although the geometry and assembly of this transition is kept as simple as possible, a
sensitivity analysis on manufacturing tolerances is presented in [28]. Results show that
radiating slots and misalignment with the waveguide center line are responsible for the
coupling efficiency of the transition, whereas errors on λ/4 transformer have an impact
on the achievable matching level.
Similarly in [29], a λ/2 resonant slot aperture couples the energy between waveguide and
microstrip as illustrated in 2.6(a)-(b) where a side view and a top view are illustrated.
A periodically structured shield is used to suppress back side radiation from the slot
avoiding unwanted coupling with the parallel plate mode supported by the cap packag-
ing.
When this technique is employed, simulated and measured results show reduced re-
flection and an improved performance. However, the transition involves a secondary
substrate where the periodic structure is defined, increasing manufacturing complexity.
Figure 2.6: Waveguide to microstrip transition using slot aperture and shielding
periodic structure(a). Top view of the radiating slots and vias structure.
2.3.3 Transversal Transitions
A planar transmission line and a rectangular waveguide can be combined together per-
pendicularly forming an EM junction. The structure derives from transitions between
coaxial cables and waveguides frequently used at microwaves with a few examples il-
lustrated in Figure 2.7. The MMW version of such a structure consists of a printed
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Figure 2.7: Examples of microwave waveguide transition using coaxial probes [30].
microstrip or CPW, a portion of which extends into the waveguide through an aperture,
appropriately dimensioned, on the broad wall. The portion of the planar transmission
Figure 2.8: Transversal microstrip to waveguide transition using back-short(a). Sub-
strate facing waveguide cross-section side view(b) and top view(c). Use of matching
elements(d) to achieve broad band performance.
line, suspended inside the waveguide, works as a probe that couples energy between the
two lines, Figure 2.8(a).
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One of the first experiments is presented in [31], where the suitability of such structure
in different MMW bands is demonstrated. The substrate is aligned with its surface fac-
ing the waveguide propagation direction, Figure 2.8(b)-(c). A waveguide termination,
Figure 2.9: Transversal transition with substrate covering the full waveguide cross-
section(a-b). Use of vias to prevent possible resonances in substrate material.
usually called a back-short, is frequently used and its distance from the probe has always
been reported as λg/4 (where λg accounts for wavelength in waveguide). However, the
position of the back-short should reflect properties of the material used to support the
probe.
A remarkable work that investigates these aspects is presented in [32]. General guide-
lines are also mentioned in order to scale the transition to other frequency range when
a specific ratio of the waveguide profile is kept. The configuration is depicted for one of
the investigated alignments in Figure 2.8(d) where it is worth noting two extra printed
matching elements which allows a full-band performance of the transition.
Transversal transitions are versatile when a rectangular waveguide is manufactured in
split-block configuration. In such a case it is preferred to have the substrate aligned
along the propagation direction of the waveguide. Description and fabrication of split-
block device carrier are further discussed in Section 4.8.
In other situations the substrate faces the rectangular waveguide covering partially, or
completely, its cross-section, [33][34]. This is employed when the dielectric material is
used as a moisture barrier for the rest of the RF circuits, Figure 2.9(a)-(b). However,
the structure could support resonances into the substrate due to the strong current dis-
continuity induced on the waveguide-wall [34]. Substrate vias could be used to mitigate
the effects as in Figure 2.9(c), but in this case it is preferable to use less brittle dielectric
materials such as Teflon.
Moreover, if the substrate material faces the rectangular waveguide, it is possible to
exploit other features of the transition to control and to improve the transmission band-
width, hence avoiding extra printed network elements and devolving the impedance
matching function to the created EM junction as investigated in [35]. The structure
illustrated in Figure 2.10(a)-(b) uses a simple microstrip line and two distinctive fea-
tures such as an extended ground plane (p) and a misalignment (d) of the microstrip
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relative to the centreline of the waveguide broad walls, Figure 2.10(c). A back-short is
kept λg/4 away from the substrate. The extended ground plane works as a capacitive
Figure 2.10: Perspective and side views(a-b) of transversal transition using extended
ground p and center-line offset d for impedance matching(c).
obstacle which controls the reactance of the transition. The microstrip misalignment al-
lows the selection of the waveguide local impedance, which is maximum at the centreline
and it decreases when moving towards the narrow-walls. The overall effect is to control
the frequency of two resonances allowing a design focused on either low reflection or
broadband performance. The structure still uses vias which limit thickness and type of
suitable dielectric materials.
Transversal transitions are suitable candidates for implementation at MMW frequen-
cies. An example of their use at G-band is demonstrated in [36] where transition and
RF circuits are combined together following a Multi-Chip Module (MCM) assembly.
A good performance over the full waveguide band is achieved by employing Quartz as
a substrate material for the transition and GaAs for the rest of the RF circuits. De-
spite the results, the overall structure still benefits from a hybrid architecture where
two separate dielectric materials are employed respectively to collect the signal from
the waveguide and to further amplify it, hence raising the question whether the same
performance would be achievable by a full integrated structure.
Dielectric materials have a strong impact on the performance of a transition, as described
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in sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.4, building unwanted resonances. In transversal transitions, the
substrate material influences the impedance seen at the probe input. The reactive part
of such impedance depends on the dimensions of the probe and the back-short position.
The real part instead is strongly limited by the dielectric supporting the probe. Further
network elements help to match the impedance of the probe with that of the planar
transmission line.
Substrate dependency is discussued in [37] using a probe with radial shape aiming to-
wards broadband performance. The effect of using different dielectric materials is also
highlighted with the aim of Smith Chart representation and outlining design guidelines.
Examples of radial probe used in transverse transitions are documented at low frequency
[38] and very high frequency [39], where a remarkable application at sub-MMW frequen-
cies (300-350 GHz) with relative amplifier chip integration is initially demonstrated .
2.3.4 In-Line Transitions
An interesting viable approach to interface a planar transmission line with a rectangular
waveguide is based on the use of a tapered antipodal finline introduced for the first time
in [40]. The transition essentially consists of three cascaded transmission lines: tapered
antipodal finline, stripline and microstrip line. The geometry is depicted in Figure 2.11
and it follows the same principle used for the Ridge-Waveguide in Section 2.3.1. Two
ridges at opposite sides of a substrate material are gradually tapered to concentrate
and rotate the electric field by 90◦, polarized as the microstrip mode. The substrate is
Figure 2.11: Tapered antipodal used for waveguide to microstrip transition.
positioned at the center and along the propagation direction of the rectangular waveguide
fabricated in two halves clamped together as in Figure 2.12. This In-line transition is
realized on quartz material and it is designed to work in the frequency range of 17.5-26
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Figure 2.12: Waveguide split block structure holding th substrate material.
GHz. The performance shows robust results against small misalignment inside the guide
and it also allows easy measurement procedures when back-to-back configuration is used.
An overview of the E-field rotation is shown in Figure 2.13 relative to the cross-sections
of Figure 2.11.
Parameters such as the shape and length (usually 1.5λ) of the tapers control the pass-
Figure 2.13: Rotation of the E-field along an antipodal finline. Cross-sections are
relative to different points of the tapers of figure 2.11.
band of the component. The critical points in the assembly is the appropriate electrical
contact points of the taper ends and microstrip ground with the two serrated chokes
forming the rectangular waveguide.
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This concept is further exploited at very high frequency such as G-band [41] and the
tapers, optimized for 165 GHz, are defined on CuFlon substrate. Although the transition
represent a good option when a wideband is desired, it is affected by some limitations.
It is adviseable to use very thin substrate with low dielectric constant such as teflon
(εr = 2.1) instead of brittle materials with high permittivity substrate such as Indium
Phosphide (InP) or GaAs.
The transition is intrinsically affected by spurious resonances which build up between the
tapers and the rectangular waveguide walls as illustrated in Figure 2.14. The resonances
reduce the transmission band and appropriate design strategy has to be implemented to
overcome the drawback [42].
Figure 2.14: Possible spurious resonance between printed tapers and waveguide walls.
A solution to overcome the problem is to use unilateral fin-line in place of the antipodal
fin-line as experimented in [43]-[44] respectively at frequencies 8.2-12.4 GHz and 27-31
GHz. In this case the EM field is not rotated 90◦ but it is gradually compressed along
the plane of the substrate and then appropriately matched to a CPW line by using a
broadband stub or a balun, Figure 2.15(a-b). However, low dielectric material is always
preferred in order to increase the field matching between waveguide and tapered slot.
Figure 2.15: Uniplanar Finline used as waveguide transition to CPW line using radial
stub(a) or circular stub(b).
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Antipodal and unilateral fin-lines have relatively long structures and a solution to reduce
their dimensions is to opt for tapered slotline probe as presented in [45, 46, 47], where
a tapered slotline is inserted into the E-plane of a waveguide as an end-launcher. The
Figure 2.16: Tapered slotline used in waveguide transition to CPW using air-
bridges(a) and vias(c) or waveguide to microstrip line using sirculat slot.
transition provides a shorter structure (λ/4 in free space) and is contacts-less with the
waveguide broad walls easing assembly operations. Versions of the same transition differ
in the use of CPW, microstrip or CB-CPW as planar transmission line. Broad band
match between slot line and transmission line is accomplished by the use respectively of
phase shifters, short stub and a multi-section slot transformer, Figure 2.16.
A tolerance analysis of this transition at V-band [47] shows the relative robustness of
the design against possible vertical substrate misalignments.
If the transition is needed on high permittivity materials, planar antennas can also be
used such as rectangular waveguide end-launchers. In fact fin-lines and the coplanar
slot lines can be assumed to act as planar versions of horn antennas [48], hence it is
possible to generalize and extend the concept to other antenna shapes achieving the
same purpose and accounting for the resulting transmission bandwidth that depends on
the radiating antenna chosen.
Examples are discussed in [49, 50] where a printed dipole is employed. The limitation on
the bandwidth is partially removed by using parasitic director elements and the ground
plane as reflector. The total antenna configuration recalls the end-fire quasi-Yagi struc-
ture as illustrated in Figure 2.17 a-b and its realization used both microstrip line and
CPW.
These architectures confirm the possibility to exploit that a general antenna can work as
transition between printed circuit and rectangular waveguide as long as the polarization
of the antenna and the waveguide are the same. It is worth noticing that the dipole
length is close to a free space λ/4, hence a high permittivity substrate is a prerogative
for such solutions otherwise the antenna would not fit inside the waveguide.
Further prototypes considered the use of truncated bow-tie antenna as an alternative
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Figure 2.17: Quasi-Yagi antennas fed with microstrip(a) and CPW(b).
solution to achieve broad-band performance [51]. In cases where compactness and mono-
lithic integration are desired and there is no particular broad-band requirement, a single
dipole element can be an optimal solution [52]. The latest attempt to demonstrate the
functionality of a dipole as an end waveguide launcher is discussed in [53] where a CB-
CPW to waveguide transition for sub-MMW (340-380 GHz) is designed and fabricated,
Figure 2.18. The structure is defined on InP using MMIC thin film technologies and
it consists of a coplanar stripline (CPS) feeding, a λ/4 dipole and a mode converter
from CPS to CB-CPW are very similar to the arrangement found in [50]. The substrate
is placed on a machined pedestal so that it is aligned with the waveguide broad wall
centerline. The design involves an adjoining waveguide stepped out in width to host a
device wider than the rectangular waveguide cross-section. Reasonable performance is
achieved with air-bridges and shorting vias, which are used to prevent possible unwanted
slotline and parallel plate modes propagating along the CB-CPW.
Figure 2.18: Waveguide to CB-CPW line using dipole antenna and vias to short
possible propagating substrate modes.
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Monopole antennas can be used as solution to limited space as in [54][55][56]. The main
requirement is to provide a ground plane close to the antenna and this can be easily
achieved by exploiting one of the broad walls of the rectangular waveguide, Figure 2.19(a-
c).
A simple monopole antenna working as transition element requires impedance matching
Figure 2.19: Monopole antennas used in waveguide transitions with the extended
substrate(a) radial probe(b) or additional resonating elements(c).
which can be achieved by extending the substrate material inside the waveguide and
using it as transformer Figure 2.19a.
However, the monopole structure presents asymmetries and use of air-bridges help to
cut off slotline modes in case a CPW is used as transmission line.
Monopoles are nominally narrowband and supplementary features, as use of radial arm,
Figure 2.19b, and parasitic elements, Figure 2.19c, can help to compensate this drawback
and to increase the transmission bandwidth.
2.4 Some Considerations
A rectangular waveguide to planar transmission line transition can have different archi-
tectures.
However, the aim of designing an integrated transition at MMW frequencies sets some
limitations on the suitable geometries and some crucial factors must be considered in or-
der to produce an electromagnetically functional and mechanically realizable structure.
Aspects such as:
• Substrate material and thickness
• Overall Device dimensions
• RF circuits location
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• Available Technology
• Mechanical fabrication and tolerances
• Alignment, Bonding and Assembly strategy
They all play an important role during the decision making in the design process.
Table 2.2 and 2.3 summarize the transitions discussed so far. The last entry of the tables
is the result of the present work and the following chapters detail the design procedure
and fabrication process involved in its manufacturing and testing.
Table 2.4 groups the transitions in categories on the basis of their structure. The pecu-
liarities of each group are listed in terms of advantages and disadvantages and a level of
merit is assigned to their electrical characteristics such as transmission bandwidth and
losses. A separate column completes the table assigning a level of complexity to each
category.
2.5 Conclusions
An overview of the different strategies used in realizing transitions between rectangular
waveguide and a generic planar transmission line is presented and discussed illustrating
the EM coupling mechanism for each category.
Each architecture has got its own advantages and pitfalls relative to their use and the
applications required.
The aim of a MMIC-integrated transition introduces important aspects to consider such
as the substrate material used, whose dielectric constant plays a crucial role in the choice
of the suitable geometry to adopt. A list of different transitions found in literature
is finally presented highlighting their characteristics. The results of the present work
are anticipated and included in the list for completeness. The last table presents the
transitions in categories highlighting advantages and disadvantages with a reference to
the their electrical performance and level of complexity.
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Chapter 3
Design and Methods
3.1 Introduction
The present Chapter is dedicated to the design aspects and methods used to model and
optimise waveguide transitions. The use of a computer based simulator called HFSS
(High Frequency Structure Simulator) was found to be useful to understand the param-
eters design space of the different models and to plot the distribution of the EM field in
the structures. This approach also gave an insight of the critical areas where undesired
internal resonances could reside.
A general overview of the simulation settings such as boundary conditions and sources
excitation is also presented with the HFSS solution process, which is characterised by
the adaptive meshing technique.
The design specifications are provided. Hence, HFSS is employed to model some of the
structures described in Chapter 2 in order to investigate their pitfalls and advantages
and finally to identify a waveguide transition suitable to our purpose.
With this approach, examples of In-line, antipodal Fin-line and Transversal transition
are considered, modelled and analysed.
In-line waveguide transitions appear to be feasible at G-band frequencies, but present
limitations in the performance due to the thickness and type of substrate material im-
posed by the specifications. Both Antipodal Fin-line transition and printed dipole tran-
sition models are investigated. Transversal waveguide transitions represent good com-
promise between performance and complexity. Design guidelines are given illustrating
the influence of fundamental parameters characterizing this type of transition.
As a result of the analysis carried out on the transversal transitions, the novel structure
of the Elevated E-plane probe is presented and modeled. The probe height is introduced
as a new optimising parameter for the transversal transition and its effect is illustrated
45
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on S-parameters plots and Smith Charts. The results are also shown with their rela-
tive E-field distribution to highlight aspects of the EM field conversions between two
different transmission lines. The Elevated E-plane probe benefits of all the advantages
of the transversal transitions and its new feature provides an extra degree of freedom to
exploit during the design process.
The chapter ends with the S-parameters plot of the Elevated E-plane probe transition
when mounted in a metal housing in order to compare measurements with simulation
results. Conclusions highlight the transversal transitions as good candidates to put
forward in the fabrication process, which is described in the following Chapter 4.
3.2 Electromagnetic Design using EDA Software Packages
Electronic Design Automation (EDA) is a category of commercial software for designing
electronic systems going from the single component to the entire system.
EDA software tools, in most cases, present a design environment that allows one to draw
structures and to simulate their EM behaviour over a frequency band. For the work
described in this thesis, a 3D EM simulator called HFSS (High Frequency Structures
Simulator) by Ansys c© is employed. The tool enables the design and simulation of high-
frequency passive structures such as antennas, RF/microwave components and junctions.
The following sections explain the main characteristics of HFSS giving an overview of
its operating principles and design flow.
3.2.1 HFSS, FEM and Adaptive Meshing
HFSS is a software based on a frequency domain solver. It is frequently used to build
three-dimensional structures by drawing them directly into the 3D modeler window
where it is also possible to assign dielectric and metal materials and to set ports through
which the energy flows into the structure. With HFSS it is possible to plot nearly any
of the EM properties estimating how the design responds to the assigned excitations
[Ansoft].
In contrast to other simulation tools HFSS uses the Finite Elements Method (FEM) to
decompose a bigger EM problem into smaller parts and analyze them.
FEM method is based on the frequency decomposition of geometric structures into basis
elements called tetrahedra [58]. Electric fields are calculated on these elements based on
the type of stimulus applied to the entire structure and the resulting values are arranged
in a matrix form on which mathematical operations are then applied to extrapolate
the desired functions. An example of a single tetrahedron is illustrated in Figure 3.1
highlighting where E-field values are explicitly solved and where they are interpolated.
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Once the structure is built, HFSS follows a predetermined procedure to analyze and
Figure 3.1: Tetrahedron, basic element of the FEM decomposition method. E-field
values are calculated at its vertices and edge. E-field values are instead interpolated at
the center of its faces.
solve the EM design. The solver starts to identify the different materials included in
the design. At this stage excitations and boundary conditions are also defined as HFSS
considers them in the overall design as power input/output and absorbing materials
respectively.
Once all the materials and boundary conditions are identified, HFSS starts to sub-divide
the structure with an initial mesh based on information introduced by the user such as
solution frequency and initial meshing operations. Solution frequency represents the
wavelength used by the solver to determine the initial tetrahedra dimension. Initial
meshing operations are additional sub-divisions applied to areas where a finer mesh is
desired in the initial structure decomposition.
Once the two settings are employed, HFSS starts the adaptive meshing loop, an iterative
and automatic mesh refinement procedure during which E-field values are calculated and
compared with the solution found in the previous iteration. If the difference between
the two solution matrices is smaller than an assigned threshold value, the process is
considered converged and it exits the iterative loop delivering the results. If the solution
is not converged, the process proceeds for an additional adaptive pass where the structure
is further meshed and the values of the solved matrix undergo a further comparison. The
HFSS solver process is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The adaptive meshing process aims to
concentrate and refine the tetrahedra dimensions in areas where the gradient of E-field
is large, hence sub-dividing these areas with an automatic process. An example of initial
mesh applied to an EM design and the result of the adaptive meshing process on the
same structure is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.2: HFSS solution process. Crucial steps are the assignment of excitations
and boudary conditions in the model. Solution frequency and frequency sweep are
information introduced by the user during the analysis setup. The adaptive process
consists of a solve loop during which the stucture undergoes consecutive mesh refine-
ments and E-field comparisons until the exit condition is reached. Results are then
extracted from the solved EM field of the model.
Figure 3.3: HFSS generates an initial mesh on the structure based on solution fre-
quency value, material assignment and geometricshapes. Adaptive solving process re-
fine the mesh based on the information collected in the previous solved pass. The mesh
refinement accounts for the gradient of the E-field into the model.
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3.2.2 Simulation setup
It is important to highlight some aspects of the simulation setup in order to appropriately
assign the EM model and to generate correct results. The simulation setup has some
key steps such as: materials assignment, excitations, boundaries assignment and analysis
setup.
3.2.2.1 Materials assignment
HFSS handles materials depending on their characteristics. An extensive library is pro-
vided by default but it is also possible to define custom materials by assigning parameters
as permittivity, conductivity, dielectric and magnetic loss tangent. If dielectric materials
are assigned in the model, HFSS breaks down the dielectric region into tetrahedra based
on the information of the guided wavelength λg:
λg =
λ0√
εr
(3.1)
where λ0 is the wavelength in free space, λg is the wavelength in the dielectric material
and εr is the dielectric constant of the region considered.
3.2.2.2 Excitations
Excitations are assigned as stimuli of the EM structure. HFSS provides different type of
ports such as: waveports, lumped ports and terminal ports. Lumped ports emulate an
excitation localized internally to the structure usually between two conductor terminals.
Lumped ports require a port impedance as reference for which the value is assigned by
the user. With these settings no modes can be assigned and no de-embedding operation
can be applied. However, the feature of punctual excitation enables the simulation of
results as experimentally measured with EM probes.
Terminal ports are very similar to lumped ports but they can be applied in situations
where more than two conductors touch the port. Modes can be plotted but the port
impedance has to be assigned by the user. Terminal ports can be used only on the
external volume of the entire model.
Waveports are the most sophisticated excitation provided by HFSS and for this reason
they add extra computational complexity to the adaptive meshing process. Waveports
can be applied internally and externally to a structure, they feature modes plotting
and the port impedance is calculated by the solver. When a waveport is applied as
excitation, an extra solver known as port solver is invoked before the adaptive meshing
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process. The port solver applies a preliminary meshing process to the port surface on
which port impedance and propagating modes are identified. This type of excitation is
more complete, compared to lumped and terminal port and it involves intensive RAM
usage. However, waveports are useful when it is necessary to identify propagating or
decaying modes of the structure and to plot their relative propagation constant. For the
work presented in this thesis, waveports are employed since modal coupling is part of
the analysis.
3.2.2.3 Boundaries
HFSS provides a variety of boundary conditions that can be applied to an EM model.
Generally, Absorbing Boundary Conditions (ABC) and Perfect Matching Layer (PML)
are applied in situations with free space radiating structures such as antennas and re-
flectors. These boundary conditions emulate fictitious absorbing materials to reduce
reflections from an incoming radiation and create free space conditions. In fact, HFSS
considers the entire universe volume filled with perfect electric conductor (PEC) and
these absorbing materials have to shield the airbox volume containing the designed
structure.
However, closed systems such as waveguides do not need to consider free space radiation
and the design of such structures can exploit the default external PEC condition as the
external boundary assignment. Materials with characterictics such as reduced conduc-
tivity can always be applied by using this type of settings in order to simulate metals
whose characteristics depart from the ideal PEC assumptions. This is the boundary
condition assignment used in the present work.
3.2.2.4 Analysis Setup
HFSS uses information such as solution frequency and frequency sweep during simula-
tion process. This information is set by the user in the Analysis setup. HFSS, then,
generates the mesh over the structure based on the solution frequency information.
Frequency sweep represents the range of frequency over which the behaviour of the EM
model is simulated. Hence, it is necessary to coordinate the two sets of information
together by assigning the solution frequency as the highest frequency of the frequency
sweep. This ensures the finest initial meshing size also conforming to the desired fre-
quency band.
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3.2.2.5 Custom Meshing Operations
The accuracy of the results generated with HFSS is strictly related to the finite elements
decomposition of the model in all its parts. The unit element of this decomposition is the
tetrahedron and the operation of sub-dividing the structure under test is called meshing.
As previously mentioned, it is possible to manually reduce the tetrahedra dimensions in
areas of the model where the electric field is believed to vary significantly and presents
a high gradient. This is generally needed in order to highlight strong capacitive effects
between metals or to identify a possible internal resonance. A custom meshing operation
can be achieved using different strategies such as:
-Lambda Resolution
-Dummy Objects
-Maximum Length Based
The lambda resolution operates on the whole model. In HFSS, by default it is set to be
equal to one third of the wavelength relative to the solution frequency assigned during
the analysis setup. It is possible to override this value generating a more aggressive
initial mesh of the model. The Dummy objects technique operates in sensitive areas and
it is a more localised meshing method. It consists in manually creating fictious objects
with the same material properties of the volume where they are defined. It is purely
a manual meshing strategy. The maximum length based technique can be applied to
objects already present in the model. It consists to reduce the maximum tetrahedra
dimensions to a specific size, which is set by the user.
It is worth noting that, by reducing the tetrahedra dimensions, the complexity of the
simulation generally increases since HFSS deals with a bigger problem to solve repre-
sented by a bigger matrix values to handle. This entails longer simulation time and
a more intensive use of the computational resources. It is good practice to do limited
use of the meshing operations by reducing them to a minimum and aiming to a good
trade-off between accuracy and complexity.
The following sections illustrate simulation results and the meshing strategy where
adopted.
3.3 Design Specifications
The objective of our design process is to define a transition from rectangular waveguide
to planar transmission line at G-band (140-220 GHz).
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The operating frequency range, as discussed in Chapter 1, extends over the water vapour
absorption band centered at 183 GHz. This factor has to be considered when designing
the performance profile of the transition in order to account for attenuation of a signal’s
spectral components at these frequencies. The rectangular waveguide cross-section used
in the design conforms to the standard waveguide dimensions 1.2954 × 0.6477mm as
listed in Table 2.1 for the G-band and named WR-05. The design process aims to model
an integrated transition also providing the following features:
-GaAs integration
-Compatibility with MMICs processes
-Small size and simple structure
-Possible back-to-back architecture
-Robustness to fabrication tolerances
-Easy assembly
The First two features allow the integration of the transition structure directly on GaAs
material together with MMICs with consequent reduction of manufacturing time. By
having a small and simple structure, the transition can better overcome problems such
as space limitations and expensive substrate material usage.
A back-to-back configuration enables the fabrication of symmetrical structures, ideal for
experimental measurements as described in Chapter 2.
At MMW frequencies, robustness and easy assembly are desired requirements to con-
ter balance the adverse effects of misalignments and assembly errors as highlighted in
Chapter 5.
In order to better control the performance and to limit inter-modal coupling, the design
of the transition accounts solely for the propagating TE10 mode in rectangular waveg-
uide and the fundamental quasi-TEM mode [19] for planar transmission line which needs
to be free from higher order propagating modes along its structure.
3.3.1 Considerations on Design options
The literature review in Chapter 2 showed waveguide transitions in several geometries,
but not all can conform to the desired features described in the previous section.
Ridge waveguide transitions require expensive and delicate mechanical fabrication of
the rectangular waveguide that is incompatible with the substrate material integration.
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Moreover, they involve very long tapers and their fabrication in back-to-back configura-
tion represents a limitation. The use of ridge waveguide transitions in realizing probes
for RFOW measurements is justified by the de-embedding option that modern vector
network analyzers feature to compensate small imperfections of the mechanical fabrica-
tion as further discussed in Section 5.2.2.
The assembly process of the aperture-coupled transitions with rectangular waveguide
involves, in most cases, the use of vias to ground the reference plane of the planar trans-
mission line to the waveguide body in order to reduce unwanted substrate waves and
to shield the transition from back-side radiation leakage. The overall structure becomes
very fragile when brittle material such as GaAs is employed. Moreover, back-to-back
configuration of the aperture-coupled transition presents some difficulties when mea-
surements have to be performed.
In-line and transversal transitions appear to be the most versatile structures for MMW
use. The following sections investigate and extend their design to the G-band highlight-
ing possible limitations and outlining reasonable solutions.
3.4 WR5 Transition using In-Line Finlines
Some designs discussed in Section 2.3.4 exploited the use of antipodal Fin-lines to achieve
EM fields rotation and impedance matching between rectangular waveguide and mi-
crostrip line, as illustrated in Figure 2.13.
By using antipodal Fin-lines, a wide range of impedance values can be realized overlap-
ping the fins at opposite sides of the substrate material. The impedance match can be
accomplished by tuning the Fin-line dimensions and by tapering the two fins to form
microstrip signal line and ground plane respectively.
The tapered fins gradually allow a change from the rectangular waveguide impedance to
the microstrip impedance. Hence, the length and shape of the taper determine reflection
and operating bandwidth. Previous results, [40]-[44], show how to achieve broad band
performance with a taper length L:
L ≥ λg (3.2)
where λg is guided wavelength in the substrate material relative to the desired center
band frequency.
A G-band design of the antipodal Fin-line transition, similar to [41], is modelled in
HFSS as shown in Figure 3.4. The structure consists of curvilinear tapers with length
L = 1.2mm followed by a balanced stripline with length S = 0.45mm and cascaded
with a microstrip line with signal width 0.17mm. Initially, Teflon material 50µm thick
is employed as a substrate for the transition. Figure 3.4(b) illustrates the location of the
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Figure 3.4: Antipodal Fin-line transition(a) consists of three sections:fin-line tapers
L, balanced microstrip S and microscrip line M. The Antipodal Fin-line transition is
located at the center line of the waveguide broad walls (b).
substrate, clamped at the centerline of the broad walls in the rectangular waveguide.
The microstrip line port is simulated with HFSS and relative results, Figure 3.5, show
Figure 3.5: Input impedance of the microstrip line in waveguide. The microstrip is
designed with an impedance Z=50Ω. The waveguide walls increases the impedance of
the microstrip adding a capacitive effect.
that the port impedance has a value of ∼ 50Ω over the G-band. The propagation con-
stant of the microstrip quasi-TEM mode is also plotted in Figure 3.6 showing its linear
behaviour. At the upper end of the G-band a higher order waveguide mode starts to
propagate due to the Teflon slab that dielectrically loads the rectangular waveguide and
decreases the cut-off frequency of the first higher order mode.
However, this effect affects only the very upper end of the G-band. A 3D plot of the E-
field relative to the transition mechanism of antipodal Fin-line at 180 GHz is illustrated
in Figure 3.7 highlighting the E-field intensity pattern in the three cascaded sections.
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Figure 3.6: Linear propagation constant of the microstrip quasi-TEM mode (red).
The first waveguide higher order mode starts to propagate at 212GHz.
The waveguide TE10 mode, coupled to the structure as its input, splits at the Fin-line
taper point and finally converts into the microstrip line mode. By looking at the S-
Figure 3.7: E-field distribution at 180GHz. The TE10 mode entering the transition
from left is split, rotated and finally matched to the microstrip quasi-TEM mode.
parameters of the single transition, the effects of internal resonances is noticeable. As
mentioned and modelled in [42], the antipodal Fin-line transitions are adversely influ-
enced by resonances that build into the slots formed between tapers and waveguide walls.
Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 show S11 and S21 of the transition. Two major resonances
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arise respectively at 165GHz and 186GHz. The resonances appear in the band of interest
and performance is compromised. A E-field distribution at 186GHz is also illustrated
Figure 3.8: S11 of the single antipodal fin-line transition. Two resonances appear in
G-band increasing the level of reflection and reducing the operating bandwidth.
Figure 3.9: S21 of the single antipodal fin-line. The transmission at the resonant
frequencies is adversely compromised.
in Figure 3.10 showing where the resonance builds and how the output microstrip mode
is highly attenuated when compared with Figure 3.7. The antipodal Fin-line transition
is also modelled in back-to-back configuration, Figure 3.11, where input and output are
represented by WR-05 waveguides. The resulting S21 plot over G-band is presented in
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Figure 3.10: E-field distribution over the antipodal fin-line transition at 186GHz.
The resonance builds between the tapered fins and the waveguide walls stopping the
energy to flow along the microstrip line.
Figure 3.12. The resonances at the same frequencies persist to reduce dramatically the
bandwidth of the transition. The E-field plot at 186GHz, for the back-to-back transi-
Figure 3.11: Design of the antipodal fin-line transition in back-to-back structure.
tion, is represented in Figure 3.13 highlighting again the sections where the resonances
build. The model, just discussed, used Teflon as substrate material. The resonances
are strictly related to the electrical dimensions and shape of the slot formed between
the antipodal Fin-line taper and the rectangular waveguide walls. In case a substrate
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Figure 3.12: S21 parameter of the back-to-back antipodal fin-line transition. The
resonances arise at the same frequenies of the single antipodal fin-line.
Figure 3.13: E-field distribution for back-to-back antipodal transition at 186GHz.
The resonances build at the tapered fins regions.
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material with higher dielectric constant as GaAs (εr = 12.9) is implemented, the electri-
cal dimension of the slot becomes even larger decreasing the resonant frequency values
and also allowing their higher harmonic frequencies to resonate. The overall effect is a
further reduction of the operating bandwidth.
The simulation of the antipodal fin-line transition highlights how important it to finely
mesh the substrate material between the finlines where electric field coupling and rota-
tion happen. For this type of simulation the maximum length based meshing operation
is applied to the substrate whose thickness is chosen as maximum dimension for the
tetrahedra. Figure 3.14 shows the meshed model with and without meshing operation,
where it is possible to notice the finer mesh result in the latter case.
Figure 3.14: Meshed model without (a) and with (b) maximum length based opera-
tion.
The antipodal Fin-line transition develops from the ridge waveguide transition structure,
Section 2.3.1, where no substrate is employed, hence its use is limited to substrates with
very low permittivity values. Moreover, the tolerances involved in the assembly and
relative clamping of the substrate material into the waveguide makes it very difficult to
predict the resonant frequencies.
3.5 WR5 Transition Using Dipole Antennas
An interesting option to design waveguide transition using printed antennas, is discussed
in Section 2.3.4. A simple dipole can be used to collect the propagating waveguide mode
and convert it into a microstrip mode. An example [52] is modelled in HFSS as shown
in Figure 3.15 where the substrate material is InP with 100µm thickness. The substrate
is supported by a metal pedestal at the center line of the waveguide broad walls. The
two arms of the dipole are printed on the opposite sides of the substrate and a λ/4
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transformer is used for impedance matching between antenna and microstrip line. The
design involves the metal pedestal which works as ground plane for the microstrip line
and as reflector for the antenna at the same time.
The design starts by defining the dimensions of the dipole arms [59] based on the
Figure 3.15: Dipole antenna is printed on both sides of the substrate. A metal
pedestal support the transition at the center line of the waveguide broad walls.
information of the substrate material and operating frequency. The length of the dipole
λd is given by:
λd = 0.47 · λ = 0.47 · v
f
(3.3)
with:
v =
c√
εeff
(3.4)
εeff =
εr + 1
2
+
εr − 1
2
[(
1 +
12 · h
w
)− 1
2
+ 0.04 ·
(
1− w
h
)2]
(3.5)
Where λ is the free space operating wavelength, f is the frequency, c is the speed of
light, v is the speed of light in the substrate material, εeff and h are respectively the
effective dielectric constant and height of the substrate and w is the width of the printed
line.
The substrate thickness depends on the technology process employed. Then, the effec-
tive dielectric constant, εeff is determined by the substrate thickness and the width of
the metal strips used as antenna arms.
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The example using InP with 100 µm thickness is modeled in HFSS for a V-band (50-
75GHz) design with parameters illustrated in Figure 3.16.
The dimensions used are S=40µm, L=540µm, T=130µm, M=500µm and W=77µm
Figure 3.16: The arms of the dipole antenna with length L and width S are connected
to a microstrip with width W through a λ/4 transformer with length M and width T.
for a design optimized at 60GHz.
During design, the structure followed different parametric iterations since the initial val-
ues for the length of the antenna resulted from (3.3) relate to a dipole printed on infinite
substrate. When the antenna is used inside the rectangular waveguide the dimensions
of the antenna change to take into account the waveguide walls, closely located, and
the metal pedestal that alter the input impedance of the antenna in the waveguide.
Moreover, the substrate is not infinite but terminates at the antenna input port. The
simulated S-parameters S11 and S21 of Figure 3.17 show the narrowband performance
of the transition as it follows from the intrinsic characteristics of the single dipole. The
same transition structure is modeled in HFSS to operate at G-band by properly scaling
the design parameters as S=10µm, L=150µm, T=50µm, M=200µm and W=32µm for
a design at f=180GHz.
However, the substrate thickness is limited by fabrication to a minimum of 50µm show-
ing that this restricts performance at V-band. Simulated S-parameters of the design
at G-band frequencies are shown in Figure 3.19 where S11 is limited to a minimum of
-15dB. The performance of the transition could be improved if the fabrication process
allowed the thinning of the substrate material down to ∼ 30µm.
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Figure 3.17: S-parameters of the dipole transition at V-band and optimized for
60GHz.
Figure 3.18: E-field distribution of the dipole transition showing how the waveguide
TE10 mode is collected by the dipole and converted into microstrip mode.
3.6 WR5-to-Microstrip transition using Transversal Launcher
As described in Section 2.3.3, a transversal transition consists of a T-junction between
rectangular waveguide and planar transmission line. The EM field is coupled from one
structure to the other by using an extension of the planar line which works as probe
into the waveguide section. Figure 3.20 illustrates a model of the transversal transition
designed with HFSS 12.
In this case, the microstrip signal line protrudes into the waveguide forming the probe.
In [60] an analysis of similar structure involving a coaxial line whose signal pin projects
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Figure 3.19: S-parameters plot of waveguide to microstrip transition using printed
dipole in the G-band. Since the substrate thickness is limited by fabrication processes
to 50µm, the performance at G-band frequencies results in poorer operation than the
same structure designed for the V-band.
Figure 3.20: Waveguide to microstrip transversal transition. The microstrip line
extends into the waveguide and works as probe supported by the substrate material.
into the waveguide shows that fundamental design parameters are the distance of the
probe from a back-side short, the width of the probe and also its length. By using
a microstrip line, the equivalent parameters are shown in Figure 3.21 where W is the
width of the probe, D is the length and L is the distance of the back-side short from
the centerline of the probe. By changing these parameters, the input impedance of the
probe changes and impedance matching with rectangular waveguide can be achieved.
The effect of each of the fundamental parameters can be illustrated on a Smith Chart
revealing guidelines for the matching procedure.
By varying the length of the probe D and keeping the other two parameters fixed, the
input impedance change in both its real and imaginary parts. A short probe presents
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Figure 3.21: Design parameters of the transversal transition are represented by the
distance L of the waveguide back-short and length D and width W of the probe.
a very high input impedance as it happens with short monopole antennas. By increas-
ing the probe length the input resistance decreases. Figure 3.22 shows how the input
impedance of the probe moves over the Smith chart by changing the length of the probe
from D=100µm (1) to D=300µm (5) with 50 µm step when the other two parameters
are kept fixed to W=130µm and L=460 µm. The input impedance of the probe moves
from the edge of the Smith Chart where it assumes high values towards the center of the
chart. The width W of the probe controls the capacitive effect between the probe and
Figure 3.22: By increasing the length D from D=100µm (1) to D=300µm (5) in steps
of 50µm, the probe input impedance shifts from the edge of the Smith Chart toward
its center, normalized to 50Ω, highlighting the effect of the probe length in reducing
the input impedance of the probe.
the opposite waveguide wall. Figure 3.23 shows how the input impedance of the probe
shifts towards the capacitive lower half of the Smith Chart by increasing the width of
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the probe from W=35µm (1) to W=175µm (5) with 35µm step. Probe length and back-
side short are kept fixed to D=300µm and L=460µm respectively. The back-side short
Figure 3.23: By increasing the width of the probe from W=35µm (1) to W=175µm
in 35µm steps, it increases the capacitive effect between the probe and the opposite
waveguide wall. As result the input impedance of the probe shifts toward the lower
half of the Smith Chart.
L acts as stub and by varying its distance from the probe it compensates the capaci-
tive effect between probe and opposite waveguide wall. Figure 3.24(a) shows the probe
input impedance varying when the back-side short distance changes from L=300µm
to L=450µm with 50 µm steps, whereas Figure 3.24(b) illustrate its variation with L
changing from L=450µm to L=600µm. Width W and length D of the probe are kept
fixed to W=130µm and D=300µm.
The overall change of the probe input impedance is shown in Figure 3.24(c) where it
is possible to notice the back-short impedance matching function. The most important
factor to consider in tuning the fundamental parameters of the transition is that there
is a combination of the three parameters for which the probe input impedance varies
very little over frequency and this result allows the design of a broadband transition.
Figure 3.22, 3.23 and 3.24 highlight the existence of this parameter combination and it
represents the starting point for the impedance matching strategy with the microstrip
line.
It is possible to summarise, with some limitations, the function of each parameter with
an equivalent lumped elements circuit. The transition inheritates the design param-
eters space from the waveguide to coaxial probe transition [61]-[62], from which it is
developed. Figure 3.25(a)-(b) illustrates the waveguide-to-microstrip T-junction and
its derived equivalent circuit. Zwg represents the rectangular waveguide impedance,
which is resistive and frequency dependent. LBS accounts for the inductive effect of
the waveguide back-short used to resonate out the existing capacitance Cp due to the
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Figure 3.24: Probe input impedance variation when waveguide back-short distance is
increased from L=300µm to L=450µm (a) and from L=450µm to L=600µm (b). Both
variations are presented in (c) where they reveal the tuning effect of the back-short
distance to obtain a small frequency variation of the probe input impedance over the
G-band.
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distance between the probe and the opposite waveguide wall. The probe has it own in-
ductance, represented by Lp, which also depends on the supporting substrate material.
The terminals TT ′ represent the reference plane T that separates the waveguide from
the microstrip line, Figure 3.25(a).
The equivalent lumped element circuit is a simplification of the transition and it reduces
to a L-C impedance network. However, as for the waveguide-to-coaxial line transition
[63], there is no simple analytical expression for Lp, LBS and Cp. Hence, HFSS is a
crucial tool in the design process.
Figure 3.25: Waveguide-to-microstrip T-junction (a): the reference plane T separates
the waveguide and the microstrip line and it corresponds to the terminals TT’ in the
equivalent circuit (b).
In [32] a method to achieve an impedance matching of the probe to a microstrip line
using two matching network elements is reported. The network is illustrated in Figure
3.26 and consists of a microstrip high impedance element and λ/4 transformer in series.
Fundamental parameters dimensions used for the simulation are: D=300µm, L=460µm
and W=170µm, the substrate material is GaAs 50µm thick. The overall desired func-
tion of the matching network is to bring the input impedance of the probe close to
50Ω being the impedance of the microstrip line. The optimized values of the param-
eters involved in the matching network are: IW = 20µm, IL = 30µm, TW = 66µm,
TL = 163µm and MW = 32µm. Figure 3.27 shows the probe input impedance change
on the Smith Chart. The high impedance microstrip element introduces an extra induc-
tance which brings the probe impedance close to the centerline of the chart where all
the real impedance values loci are (1)-(2). Then the λ/4 transformer allows a 90◦ rota-
tion to bring the impedance closer to 50Ω, center of the chart. Simulated S-parameters
confirm the broad band characteristic of the transition as shown in Figure 3.28 for S11
and S21. The distribution of the E-field around the probe at 220GHz is illustrated in
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Figure 3.26: Transversal waveguide to microstrip transition using network matching
elements [32]. The probe is connected to the microstrip through an high inductance
element having length IL and width IW and a λ/4 transformer with length TL and
width TL. The width of the microstrip is MW .
Figure 3.27: The high inductance element bring shifts the probe impedance toward
the Smith Chart center line. The λ/4 transformer rotates the probe impedance loci of
90◦ to bring it closer to the center of the Chart, normalized to 50Ω.
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Figure 3.28: S-parameters plots for a single transversal waveguide to microstrip tran-
sition. S11 is relative to the waveguide input, whereas S21 identify the transmission
on port 2 (microstrip) due to an excitation on port 1 (waveguide). The broad band
performance of the transition is revealed by the S11 lower than -17.5dB over the entire
G-band.
Figure 3.29(a)-(b) where the waveguide TE10 mode couples to the probe, which trans-
duces it into microstrip mode. The plot of the E-field inside the GaAs substrate that
Figure 3.29: 3D perspectives (a)-(b) of the E-field at the junction between rectangular
waveguide and microstrip at f=220GHz. The waveguide TE10 mode couples energy into
the microstrip line using the probe as trasducer (b).
supports the probe, Figure 3.30(a)-(c), highlights how the microstrip mode is excited
and Figure 3.30(d) confirms the quasi-TEM field distribution at the microstrip cross
section. The design of a transversal transition also involves dimensional design of the
microstrip channel to avoid possible unwanted higher order modes propagating. As in
[64], the channelized microstrip structure can be considered as a cavity partially loaded
with substrate material. The metal channel, housing the microstrip, can support prop-
agating modes very much like the rectangular waveguide modes. As such, they also
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Figure 3.30: EM field is induced on the probe and in the substrate material supporting
it (a)-(b). The probe collects the energy coming from the TE10 mode and rotates the
EM field conforming it to the quasi-TEM mode of the microstrip line (c). Quasi-TEM
mode at the microstrip cross-section (d).
have a cut-off frequency under which they only attenuate and do not propagate. The
cut-off wavelength λ0 of the lowest order waveguide mode supported by a channelized
microstrip is given by [64]:
λ0 = 2A ·
√√√√√ 1
1− h
B
(
1− 1
εr
) (3.6)
where A and B are the dimensions of the channel width and height respectively. The
parameters h and εr represent the thickness and the dielectric constant of the substrate
inside the channel.
In our model the dimensions of the channel are chosen to be A=500µm and B=200µm
in order to push the cut-off frequency out of the G-band when GaAs (εr = 12.9) 50 µm
thick is used as substrate. The simulated E-field distribution in the substrate channel is
shown in Figure 3.31 defining the microstrip mode profile along the channel. The prop-
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Figure 3.31: Propagation of the E-field along the microstrip line located into a metal
housing having width a and height b.
agation constant is also illustrated in Figure 3.32 confirming that, with the dimensions
chosen, the microstrip quasi-TEM is the only propagating mode along the structure.
The simulated S-parameters of a channelized microstrip are also shown in Figure 3.33
Figure 3.32: Propagation constant of the quasi-TEM mode of the channelized mi-
crostrip line. No higher order mode propagates unlike the case of the antipodal fin-line
propagation constant of Figure 3.6.
confirming good propagation properties for the microstrip mode without unwanted cav-
ity resonances which otherwise appear as sharp spikes in the S-parameters plot. Two
transitions are cascaded in a back-to-back structure and separated by a microstrip line
3mm long and are modeled, Figure 3.34(a). The E-field distribution of the TE10 waveg-
uide mode propagating from input to output waveguide is also illustrated in Figure
3.34(b).
However, some considerations have to be made as, at these frequencies, the integration
of current multistage MMIC low noise amplifiers [65] requires wider dimensions than the
designed microstrip channel, entailing a lower cut-off frequency. In this case, a strategy
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Figure 3.33: S-prameters plot for the channelized microstrip line. Reflection, lower
than -40dB over the entire band indicates good power transmission. The S-parameters
do not show sharp spikes as confirmation for no cavity resonances along the structure
due to appropriate dimensioning of the channel cross section.
Figure 3.34: Two transversal transition connected in back-to-back configuration and
separated by 3mm microstrip line (a). E-field plot of the transitions in back-to-back
configuration (b). Waveguide mode is converted in microstrip mode and re-converted
in waveguide mode at the output.
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to control power leakage of unwanted modes is unavoidable and it has to be implemented
to mitigate its effect. An approach to the problem is mentioned in [39] where the bot-
tom part of the microstrip channel, hosting the MMIC, is wider than its top part. The
proposed profile claims to reduce the leakage of the waveguide TE10 mode power in the
microstrip channel.
Furthermore, the dimensions of high gain LNAs for passive imaging (i.e. 50-60dB) and
the required access space for their DC bias injection can substantially widen the cavity
housing the MMIC. In-band resonances could be excited causing oscillations by shorting
the input and output of the amplifier in positive feedback. A possible solution to the
problem is to employ Electronic Band Gap (EBG) structures [29] [66] in the MMIC
cavity to suppress package resonances.
In terms of meshing strategy for the transversal transitions, the dummy objects technique
is employed to achieve an accurate and converged solution of the simulation. The critical
area of the model is represented by the volume around the probe and the matching
network elements. An additional geometry, following their profiles, is added in order to
increase the local mesh. An example of the structure and its dummy object is illustrated
in Figure 3.35 where it is possible to see the printed probe and microstrip line enclosed
in the dummy object.
Figure 3.35: The printed microstrip line and the probe are enclosed in a fictious
geometry called ”dummy object” aiming to increase the mesh refinement locally around
the probe.
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3.6.1 Elevated E-plane Probe
Fundamental aspects of transversal transitions are highlighted in the previous section.
Width and length of the probe and its relative distance from the waveguide back-short
are tuned to achieve a small variation of the probe input impedance over the G-band.
There is a limitation in this approach which is the substrate material employed. The
achievable range of values for the probe input impedance are dictated by the dielectric
constant and thickness of the substrate employed.
The use of GaAs material is part of the design specifications for an integrated transition,
whereas its thickness is limited by the cut-off frequency of possible propagating higher
order modes along the microstrip as discussed in 3.6.
An investigation is carried out to identify options to change the probe input impedance
without changing substrate type or thickness.
It is possible to modify the interaction between probe and GaAs material if the probe is
detached and air-lifted over the substrate realizing an elevated structure. This geometry
can still provide good EM coupling between waveguide and probe which still has the
same length.
The result is that new capacitive values for the interaction between probe and opposite
waveguide wall can be achieved. Furthermore, the elevated probe results electrically
shorter as the composite material of air and GaAs presents a lower effective dielectric
constant εeff resulting in a smaller impedance transformation.
The structure of the Elevated E-plane Probe is illustrated in Figure 3.36(a) where the
probe projects into the waveguide. The elevated probe is supported by metal posts which
land on the substrate, Figure 3.36(b), and the height H of the posts, Figure 3.36(c),
represents a new tuning variable added to the design procedure.
Design parameters are optimized to W=100µm, D=280µm and L=500µm, as in Figure
3.37(a). The probe supports have dimensions PL = 10µm and PW = 15µm and have a
separation distance S = 130µm from each other as indicated in Figure 3.37(b)-(c). The
microstrip signal line has a width M = 32µm. The effect on the S-parameters due to
the elevation height of the probe is shown in Figure 3.38 for S11 and in Figure 3.39 for
S21. By increasing the height of the probe, better impedance matching can be achieved
confirming the influence of this parameter on the performance of the transition. The
Smith Chart plot of the S11 at the waveguide input reveals how the impedance varies
with increasing the probe height H. Figure 3.40 shows that for values H = 2µm− 6µm
the impedance approaches the center of the Smith Chart delivering better impedance
matching. The Smith Chart is normalized to the waveguide impedance. To confirm the
effective tuning value of the probe elevation, Figure 3.41 shows how, at the microstrip
input, the S11 changes with the height of the elevated structure. In this case the Smith
Chart is normalized to 50Ω. It is worth noting that the elevation of the probe increases
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Figure 3.36: Elevated probe used in transversal transition (a). The probe is elevated
from the substrate and supported by three metal posts (b). One of the post works as
contact pin between the elevated probe and the microstrip (c). All the posts have the
same height H.
the inductance of the transition by moving the S11 plot towards the upper half of the
Smith Chart. For completeness the S-parameters plot is presented in Figure 3.42 for
an elevation height H = 6µm. The design is optimized for low reflection at 183GHz,
critical frequency as it is the center of the attenuation band of the water vapour in
the G-band. The Elevated E-Plane probe transition is designed in back-to-back con-
figuration for fabrication and further measurements. Figure 3.43(a)-(b) show the two
cascaded transitions separated by 3mm of microstrip line and the E-field plot illustrates
the coupling mechanism very similar to Figure 3.34.
A custom meshing startegy is also used in the design of the Elevated E-plane probe.
The dummy objects technique was employed and an additional volumetric geometry is
added around the elevated probe in order to increase the mesh refinement. Figure 3.44
shows the fictiuos object at the location of the probe.
The transition is housed into a waveguide split-block which works as a device carrier for
measurements. Hence, the back-to-back transitions structure is also simulated with the
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Figure 3.37: The transition has optimized parameters L=500µm W=100µm and
D=280µm (a). Supporting posts have dimensions PW=15µm and PL=10µm (b). The
posts are spaced by S=130µm (c). Thickness of the GaAs substrate is T=50µm.
Figure 3.38: S11 parameter of the waveguide to microstrip transition using Elevated
E-plane Probe. Probe height is icreased from H=0µm to H=6µm improving the reflec-
tion level of the transition. The elevation H represents a new optimizing parameter for
the transversal transition.
waveguide bends of the housing (see Section 4.8). The final model and E-field distribu-
tion at 183GH is shown in Figure 3.43(c)-(d).
The simulated S-parameters of the back-to-back structure accounting the housing is il-
lustrated in Figure 3.45 where the S11 presents the lowest reflection level at 183GHz.
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Figure 3.39: S21 parameter of the waveguide to microstrip transition using Elevated
E-plane Probe. Probe height is icreased from H=0µm to H=6µm improving the trans-
mission of the transition. The elevation H represents a new optimizing parameter for
the transversal transition.
Figure 3.40: The effect of increasing the elevation height of the probe from H=0µm
to H=6µm constrains the impedance of the transition toward the center of the Smith
Chart resulting in improved impedance matching.
3.7 Conclusions
The use of HFSS as a simulation tool has been discussed focusing on the design of
waveguide to microstrip transitions. Design specifications and considerations narrow
down the variety of possible geometries to adopt at G-band frequencies based on restric-
tions from substrate material and fabrication proceses available. Examples of transitions
using antipodal fin-lines and printed dipole antennas are presented and the advantages
and disadvantages discussed. Transversal transitions are the preferred option for use in
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Figure 3.41: S11 at the microstrip port. The effect of increasing the elevation height
of the probe from H=0µm to H=6µm brings the impedance loci closer to the center of
the Smith Chart, which is normalized to 50Ω.
Figure 3.42: S-parameters of the single waveguide to microstrip transition using
Elevated E-plane probe. The transition is optimized for f=183GHz and the reflection
level is below -10dB for nearly the entire G-band.
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Figure 3.43: Two transitions using Elevated E-plane Probes are cascaded in back-
to-back configuration and separated by a microstrip 3mm long (a). E-field distribution
shows conversions between TE10 waveguide mode and microstrip mode (b). The back-
to-back structure is modeled with two waveguide bends (c) as input and output of
the transition in order to take into account the metal split-block used to house the
transitions with relative E-field distribution along the structure (d).
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Figure 3.44: The additional geometry called ”dummy object” aims to increase the
mesh refinement around the Elevated E-plane probe.
Figure 3.45: S-parameters of two waveguide to microstrip transitons using Ele-
vated E-plane probe in back-to-back configuration accounting the reflections due to
the input/output waveguide bends of the housing. The performance is optimized for
f=183GHz.
the G-band and an example of a broad band transition is designed highlighting the key
parameters to optimize for a satisfactory result.
The E-plane probe implemented in the transversal transition is presented as a novel
structure together with the concept of probe elevation height as an additional parame-
ter to optimize. Performances are illustrated in terms of S-parameters to compare with
measurement results. The transversal broadband transition and E-plane probe transi-
tions are both selected with reference to fabrication discussed in the next Chapter.
Chapter 4
Fabrication
4.1 Introduction
This Chapter is dedicated to the processes and procedures used to fabricate the transver-
sal waveguide to microstrip transitions described in Chapter 3.
The first sections present an overview of the main tools used in the MMIC thin film
processing at the University of Glasgow. Photolithography, E-beam lithography and
metal evaporation systems are described. The main part of the chapter illustrates the
procedures followed to define printed lines and elevated structures. The procedures used
to fabricate the Elevated E-plane Probe and elevated lines are an extension of the III-V
air-bridges for MMIC technology. Finally details are presented of substrate handling for
material thinning and the processing tools used.
The mechanical manufacturing of G-band rectangular waveguides in split-block config-
uration is then detailed, exposing the fundamental reason for this choice. The design of
the split-block housing used for testing the waveguide to microstrip transitions is also
presented along with results of the fabrication.
The chapter ends with the procedures followed including alignment and bonding of the
substrate supporting the probes and the split-block housing, detailing waveguide profiles
and waveguide to microstrip junctions.
4.2 GaAs MMIC Processes
The Elevated E-plane probe transition described in Chapter 3 will be fabricated on
SI-GaAs material. The fabrication exploits in-house Thin-film fabrication technology
developed over the last 20 years at the University of Glasgow which is now housed in
the James Watt Nanofabrication Centre (JWNC) including several hundreds of squares
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meters of A-class Clean Room facilities.
Thin-film technology involves processes such as photolithography and E-Beam Lithog-
raphy (EBL) to define patterns onto substrate materials covered with light-sensitive
chemical compounds called resist. Vacuum metal film evaporation is used instead to
deposit layers once the resist has been exposed and developed. The following sections
give an overview of the lithographic and metal deposition processes and the machines
used for the present project.
4.2.1 Photolithography
The photolithography process involves a preliminary preparation step in which a layer
of photo-resist material is spread out onto the surface of a substrate by mechanical
spinning. The photo-resist layer thickness depends on its viscosity and rotation speed
used. The substrate is then baked in oven in order to harden and increase the adhesion
of the resist to the substrate surface.
The pattern transfer onto the substrate is achieved using pre-defined quartz masks.
Technical personnel at JWNC are in charge of this fabrication. A Chrome (Cr) covered
quartz plate is E-beam patterned (see section 4.2.3) and developed. The Cr is then etched
away and the quartz cleaned from the residual E-beam resist, leaving only the pattern
to be used in the photolithographic alignment. This mask generally called a master is
used to fabricate photolithographic copies on ferric oxide (Fe2O3) coated quartz, which
is less expensive; their use prevents damage to the more expensive master.
The mask and coated substrate are mounted in the MA6 Mask Aligner, Figure 4.1 which
is located in the JWNC.
Figure 4.1: MA6 Mask Aligner (left) used for photolithography at the University
of Glasgow in the JWNC. View of the sample holder vacuum system and optics for
alignment (right).
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A column vacuum system is used to bring mask and substrate in proximity or in contact
to perform alignment procedures. UV light is then vertically focused onto the mask by
a system of lenses.
The light-sensitive layer of resist is exposed to the UV light through the mask ”windows”
for a determined period of time depending on type and thickness of resist. The substrate
is then removed from the MA6 and immersed in appropriate developer for a period of
time depending on resist type.
It is possible to use positive or negative resist which has different chemical compounds.
Exposing and developing a positive resist dissolve the areas exposed to the UV light,
which breaks the chemical bonds of the resist material and leaves it vulnerable to the
developer. Negative resist works in a complementary way. The UV light passes through
the open windows on the mask and exposes the resist material, cross-linking it. In this
case, the result is that the areas exposed to the UV light are resistant to developer,
whereas the rest of the resist dissolves. The developed subtrate is, then, ready for metal
evaporation. For this project, two types of positive resist are used.
MA6 also allows one to perform a back-patterning of a substrate material, during which
it is possible to align the features of the two opposite surfaces together. This procedure
is called back alignment and it differs from the top alignment since it is performed by
using a system of lenses connected to a PC, instead of microscope lenses as for top
alignment.
4.2.2 Metal Deposition
Deposition of metals is carried out by using two evaporation systems called Plassys I
and Plassys II, Figure 4.2; they are Electron Beam Evaporators (EBE) and consist of
a vacuum chamber which is generally used with a pressure lower than 4 × 10−6Torr.
The metals to be evaporated are located in a number of crucibles forming a rotatory
carousel. A high voltage Electron Beam, focused on one crucible, heats the metal locally
to a temperature at which it evaporates, as illustrated in Figure 4.3. Above the crucible,
there is a system of two shutters and a piezoelectric crystal resonator. These elements
provide a constant and uniform rate of metal deposition on the substrate.
When the metal starts to evaporate, the lower shutter opens leaving the evaporated
metal to hit the crystal resonator that measures the evaporation rate. Once a constant
rate is achieved, the second shutter opens leaving the metal to be deposited on the target
where the substrate is mounted with clamps. Both evaporators are remotely controlled
by a personal computer where a list of recipes are stored and available to be used.
Each recipe controls the whole deposition process and contains settings information as
crucible number and content, melting current threshold, expected rate and information
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Figure 4.2: Plassys I (left) and Plassys II (right), used for the metals evaporation
processes at the JWNC.
Figure 4.3: EBE system. The electron-beam is focused on the crucible and melts the
metal. A system of two shutters allows the evaporated metals to hit the target holder
where the substrate is located. A quartz resonator monitors the evaporation rate in
real-time.
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on rotation of the target. This type of system allows the deposition of more layers of
metals in a single run without bringing the chamber to room pressure reducing possible
contamination.
After the recipe is terminated the pressure inside the chamber increases to room pressure
in order to unload the substrate material from the target for further processing.
4.2.3 Electron Beam Lithography (EBL)
The EBL is the method used to directly pattern resist on a substrate without using pre-
patterned masks. The advantages of this method are better precision and aberration-free
exposure.
A schematic of a typical EBL system is shown in Figure 4.4, where it is possible to
distinguish the two main parts:the column and the chamber. At the top of the column,
there is a zirconium oxide-coated tungsten cathode tip which is heated to provide energy
to electrons to overcome their work function barrier and allowing thermal field emitter
(TFE) process to take place.
The electrons are then accelerated, aligned and focused by a series of lens and magnets
Figure 4.4: VB6 EBL column. The pattern definition is computer controlled. Stage
movement and beam deflections are used during substrate exposure.
located along the column. The magnets are remotely controlled by a computer and they
are used to tilt and shift the electrons beam if required. Some stages are dedicated to
blank the electrons beam when not required or during stage movements. At the bottom
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of the column there is an additional magnetic system, which is computer controlled and
dedicated to the pattern definition [67]. For the work presented in this thesis a Leica
Electron Beam Pattern Generator 5 (EBPG5) is used for the exposure of the photolitho-
graphic masks described in Section 4.2.1 and a Vistec VB6 UHR-EWF e-beam tool is
used to pattern directly the substrate material.
As mentioned above, the EBL method benefits from better accuracy when compared
to the traditional Photolithographic process which is limited to 1-3µm due to optical
diffractions occurring at mask level. However, the EBL software needs several param-
eters to be set in order to properly define a pattern and this is done along with the
pattern generation and upload process to the EBL system.
Pattern Definition
A few steps are required in order to convert a determined geometry into a readable
format for the EBL system.
A designed pattern is exported as Graphic Data System II (GDSII) format from a layout
software as L-Edit or ADS from Agilent. The file is then read and fractured by a Unix
based software called CATS from Synopsys.
At this stage, each area of the pattern is divided into trapeziods which correspond to
each region of exposure of the Electron beam. Information such as resolution, pattern
extension, layer and proximity correction are set and stored in an intermediate file.
Proximity correction accounts for scattered secondary electrons which affect the areas
adjacent to the beam foot print. This correction is applied pre-loading an appropriate
file before the fracture of the pattern. Proximity correction depends on substrate ma-
terial and resist type and thickness. A set of proximity files is provided as library and
they are ready to be used for different requirements.
The resulting fractured file containing all of this information is then read using an ap-
plication called BELLE, created by Prof. Stephen Thoms at the University of Glasgow.
With BELLE it is possible to instruct the EBL system with parameters such as dose,
current, spot size and beam step size (BSS) of the electron beam. Dimensions and type
of substrate material are also entered at this stage. An optional alignment set of param-
eters can be entered in case of exposing a second pattern on the substrate when desired.
Once all the settings are entered the resulting file is then saved and transferred to the
EBL system.
The relative sample material is loaded into the system and the electron-beam scans row
by row the trapezia composing the pattern following a determined beam step size as
result of previous settings. The pattern shape is then a discrete set of exposed pixels
as illustrated in Figure 4.5. The general rule of thumb for properly setting the pattern
writing are:
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• Beamspotsize = 1
5
· (minimumfeaturesize)
• BSS = n · (resolution), nN
• BSS ≤ BeamSpotSize
Figure 4.5: Beam Step Size (BSS) is generally smaller than the beam spot-size (a)
for a continuous and uniform exposure of the resist. A fractured shape is continuously
scanned by the e-beam (b). E-beam blanking happens when there is a jump from one
fractured shape to the other (c).
Resist Development
Generally, E-beam resists are high molecular-weight polymers with long molecular chains.
The resist material is spin-coated on the surface of the substrate material and then oven
backed to harden and to allow the solvent to evaporate. During the exposure of the
coated substrate, the electron beam breaks the long polymer chains reducing the aver-
age molecular weight. Consequently, the exposed areas become vulnerable to developer
solvent which washes them away leaving the desired patter in the e-beam resist coating.
Resist thickness, type and concentration in conjunction with e-beam dose strongly affect
the development process whose temperature and duration are critical parameters.
For a determined resist type and exposure dose, thicker coating involves longer devel-
oping time, whilst higher temperature reduces it enhancing the developer action. This
could compromise adjacent areas resulting in uncontrolled pattern enlargement com-
monly called overdeveloping. Hence, for a correct pattern, developing time and temper-
ature have to be calibrated relatively to selected parameters for the exposure process.
More resist layers can be spun consecutively and exposed at the same e-beam dose.
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Frequently, these layers have different concentrations, hence their developments happen
with different speeds. The effect can be expolited to create an under-cut profile of the
resist easing futher lift-off processing as highligted in Section 4.4.2.
For this project, polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) [68] with two different concentra-
tion is used for the substrate resist coating and methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) [69] is
used as its developer solvent.
4.3 Fabrication of Transitions
In this section the clean-room thin film processing used to fabricate the MMIC-integrable
rectangular waveguide to microstrip transition described in Chapter 3 is presented. The
whole process can be divided into two main sub-processes. The first relates to the fabri-
cation of the on-surface part of the devices, the second consists of manufacturing steps
to realize the elevated or air-lifted parts.
The simulated structure, without the rectangular waveguides and housing, can be di-
rectly exported in GDSII format from HFSS12, assigning separate layers respectively to
planar lines, supporting posts, elevated metal parts and back-side grounds. The single
device consists of a back-to-back probes architecture. The resulting file can then be
imported into a layout software application and for the present case it is used a package
offered by ADS2009 from Agilent called Momentum. This is generally used for MMIC
design and simulation purposes, but its drawing features and ease of use provide an
excellent environment for the final layout.
The single device is then repeated horizontally forming an array then framed into a cell
also comprising of alignment marks and scribing rails as illustrated in Figure 4.6. The
cell size is chosen to be 10× 10mm2. Markers, printed lines, metal posts, elevated parts
and back-side grounds are all located on different layers in order to pass them to their
relative processes separately. Markers and lines are defined with EBL and they are part
of the first fabrication level, whilst metal posts, elevated parts and grounds are processed
with photolithography. Posts and elevated parts represent the second fabrication level.
4.4 First Level Fabrication
This section describes the fabrication steps to define markers and the first level of our
devices.The material used is a 4 inch wafer of semi-insulated Gallium Arsenide (SI-GaAs)
with 630µm initial thickness. A preliminary scribe and cleave operation is performed
to divide the whole wafer in substrate samples of 1in2 each. With these dimensions it
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Figure 4.6: A single transitions device (a) including the metal posts layer (b) is
repeated to form arrays then framed (d) into a cell defined by markers features (c).
is possible to allocate 4 cells of 10 × 10mm2 and to minimize possible damage during
substrate handling in the last fabrication steps.
4.4.1 Substrate Preparation
Before any process the single cleaved substrate sample undergoes a cleaning process in
ultrasonic bath with methanol, acetone and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) consecutively for
the duration of 5 mins each followed by a Nitrogen (N2) blow dry. This process removes
possible stains and dust from the surface of the sample and reduces oxidation.
The sample is spin-coated with a layer of PMMA(2010) at 3000 rad/min followed by an
oven-baking process of 1hr at 120◦C. A second layer of PMMA(2041) is spun on top of
the first layer at 5000 rad/min and a second oven-baking process of 2hrs at the same
temperature takes place. The second PMMA layer has lower concentration and higher
molecular weight resist solution. The sample is then ready to be loaded into the EBL
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vacuum chamber and exposed to define the pattern previously generated by the software
fracturing process described in Section 4.2.3.
4.4.2 E-beam Exposure, Development and Lift-off
After the EBL exposure, the sample is developed in a solution of IPA:MIBK (2:1) at a
temperature of 23◦C for 1min and 30s and then washed in reverse osmosis (RO) water.
The two PMMA layers have different concentrations, hence they develop with different
speeds. The top layer being less sensitive to the e-beam than the lower layer results in
the development of a process known as an under-cut profile as illustrated in Figure 4.7.
The aim of this particular profile is to ease the lift-off procedure after the metals
Figure 4.7: EBL exposure process. The substrate is covered with two layers of
different e-beam resist (a). Exposure (b) allows the development out of an under-cut
profile area in the resit (c). Metal evaporation (d) and lift-off leave the printed trace
on the substrate (e).
evaporation.
The step between developed regions and residual resist is measured using a Dektak pro-
filometer, results are shown in Figure 4.8. After development, a de-oxidizing process
in a solution of Hydrochloric acid (HCl) and RO water (1:4) for 30s is the preliminary
operation for the metals evaporation process described in Section 4.2.2.
For the first pattern, representing markers and scribing rail layers, a film of 50nm of
Nichrome (NiCr) and a film of 50nm of gold (Au) are evaporated consecutively using
EBE. Once the sample is unloaded from the EBE tool, it is left in acetone at a tem-
perature of 50◦C for at least 2hrs in order for the acetone to penetrate and dissolve the
undeveloped layers of PMMA below the metals film. This is the lift-off procedure. The
sample is then washed in IPA and dried with a N2 gun, leaving the metal pattern on
the GaAs surface. The process is illustrated in Figure 4.7.
The procedures from Section 4.4.1 to Section 4.4.2 are repeated again, after that the
pattern of the planar lines and relative alignment data are uploaded to the EBL tool.
The only difference in this repetition resides in the metal evaporation of a bi-layer of
50nm of NiCr and 1.2µm of Au.
The sample is then ready to undergo the process for the second level that constitutes
supporting posts and elevated structures.
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Figure 4.8: Depth of the developed area measured with Dektak profilometer. The
thickness of the e-beam resist is 1.72µmµ.
4.5 Second Level Fabrication
Supports and air-lifted structures are fabricated using an enhancement of the standard
III-V air-bridges process based on photolithographic techniques.
Two photolithographic quartz ferrite-coated masks are prepared and used in the expo-
sure of supports and metal tracks layers respectively.
4.5.1 Fabrication of Elevated Structures
The positive photoresist AZ4562 from Clariant c© [70] is used to reach resist thickness
of 5.5µm with a single spin-coating operation. This type of resist can be used for a
wide range of thicknesses depending on spin speeds. Table 4.1 shows their nominal and
measured values.
The fabrication of the elevated structures starts by spin-coating a layer of AZ4562 on
the substrate at 4000rad/min for 30s and then oven baked at 90◦ for 30mins. The sam-
ple is then ready to undergo a first photolithographic exposure for the support elements
followed by a development process using AZ400K [71] in a soultion of 1:4 (AZ400K:H2O)
for 2mins. Being a critical fabrication steps, inspection with the optical microscope is
necessary to validate the effective development of the areas for supports. The O2 clean-
ing process using a dry etch machine can further remove an apparent invisible coating
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Table 4.1: Nominal and measured values of thickness for different spin speeds with
AZ4562 positive photoresist.
Nominal Thickness [70](µm) Spin speed (rad/min) Measured Thickness (µm)
8.77 2000 8.1
7.16 3000 6.2
6.20 4000 5.5
5.55 5000 N/A
5.06 6000 3.7
of undeveloped resist without compromising dramatically the profile shape of the resist-
free regions.
At this stage a preliminary de-oxidization step, as described in Section 4.4.2 precedes the
deposition of a sacrificial metal layer, commonly called ”seed layer”, by EBE vacuum
evaporation. The layer is constituted of 50nm of titanium (Ti) and 50nm of Au.
The seed layer aims to protect the thick layer of unexposed AZ4562 and works as refer-
ence layer for a further photolitographic step. This layer also provides electrical contact
for gold plating process.
The elevated metal tracks are defined by using a thin layer of positive photoresist S1818
from Microposit c© [72]. This is spun onto the seed layer at 3000 rad/min for 30s and
then the substrate sample is oven-baked at 90◦ for 15mins. Photolithographic exposure
of the ”tracks” areas using their relative quartz mask is followed by further development
using a solution 1:1 of Microposit [73] and RO water for 1min and 30s that clears the
areas interested by the electroplating process.
4.5.2 Electroplating Process
The final metal structure is grown onto the seed layer with a process of Au electroplating.
The substrate sample is attached to a copper plate using hot wax and appropriate electric
contacts between the seed layer and the copper plate are realized using silver epoxy.
The set up for the electroplating process is illustrated in Figure 4.10, where sample and
copper plate represent the cathode for the plating whilst a platinum cover metal grid
works as anode. The process is carried out at the temperature of 50◦C in a gold plating
solution, previously prepared by JWNC personnel. During the process, the solution is
stirred with a paddle at 100rad/min to provide uniform plating rate in time.
The solution allows an ion current density of 0.013A/mm2 with which the cathode is
gold plated for 20 mins depositiong 2µm of gold onto the seed layer in the resist-free
areas [74].
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Figure 4.9: Substrate with printed lines (a) is covered with AZ4562 thick resist (b).
A photolithographic exposure (c) and development define the resist-free areas (d). A
bi-layer of Titanium (e) and gold (f) is evaporated forming the sacrificial layer. A
second photolithographic exposure of the substrate covered with S1818 (g) followed by
relative development leaves opened the areas interested by the electroplating process
(h).
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Figure 4.10: Electroplating set-up. The substrate to electroplate is attached to copper
slide working as a cathode. The anode is represented by a platinum mesh. A paddle stirs
the electroplating solution during all the process and the temperature is kept constant
at 50◦C by a thermostatic control. A generator provides the flowing current that allows
the electroplating of the cathode. The process lasts 20mins for a total electroplated
layer of 2µm
.
4.5.3 Buffer Layers Removal
Electroplating represents the last step to form the elevated structures.
The next process aims to remove all the different layers of resists and metal which form
the sacrificial buffer layer used.
The two layers of photoresist are flood exposed with MA6 and then developed. The
seed layer is removed with two wet etch processes for gold and titanium films using
respectively gold etching solution for 5 seconds and then 4:1 buffered Hydrofluoric acid
(HF) for 30s. The cleaning process is shown in Figure 4.11. The sample is then gently
washed with warm acetone and IPA consecutively, to finally remove any residual resist.
An SEM micrograph of an array of elevated probes, as result of the process, is shown
in Figure 4.12 where it is possible to distinguish the rail guides for device separation.
Figure 4.13 illustrates the single elevated probe emphasizing the supporting post work-
ing as pin contact with the microstrip line.
To validate the effectiveness and cleanliness of the process, some devices, at different
locations on the substrate sample, were sacrified. Their elevated probes were mechani-
cally tilted and turned over with a plastic tip and a further optical microscope inspection
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Figure 4.11: Electroplating and Buffer layer removal. An electrcal contact is created
to connect the seed layer (a) and electroplating takes place depositing gold in the seed
areas exposed to the solution (b). Photolithographic flood exposure (c) and relative
development clear the upper photoresist layer (d). Gold etch and titanium etch (f)
allow a further flood exposure (g) to clean the devices from the AZ4562 thick layer (h).
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Figure 4.12: SEM micrograph of an array of Elevated E-plane probes fabricated on
GaAs. The different devices are separated using a grid of lines as cleaving rails.
Figure 4.13: Enlargement of the area where the supporting post connects the probe
to the printed microstrip line.
confirmed the removal of possible residual resist material underneath the elevated struc-
tures. However, an additional O2 cleaning process in a Plasma Barrel Asher was carried
out to remove any thin and invisible layer of residual resist.
A series of elevated microstrip and elevated CPW lines with different length, Figure
4.14, are also fabricated on the same substrate sample in order to estimate and validate
the electrical connection of the elevated structures with on-wafer lines through RFOW
probe measurements.
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Figure 4.14: Elevated microstrip lines (left) and elevated CPW lines (right) are also
fabricated using the same process on the same substrate sample. The elevated lines are
measured in order to validate the electric contact of the elevated structures with the
printed microstrip line.
4.6 Bonding and Thinning
In order to thin the substrate sample from an initial thickness of 630µm to 50µm, it
is bonded on a 4inches sapphire disk which is used as carrier for the process. Before
the bonding operations, the substrate is measured with a thickness Gauge in five differ-
ent locations such as the four corners and center of the sample. Four layers of PMMA
are then spin-coated at 2000rad/min on the sample to protect the elevated devices and
baked at 180◦C on hot plate for 20 mins each. An extra layer of adhesive for wafer
bonding from BrewerScience c© is spun on top of the layers. The sample is then tilted
upside down on the sapphire carrier and baked at the temperature of 180◦C on hot plate
for 30mins, then left to cool down to room temperature.
At this stage the sample is measured again at the same locations to validate the effective-
ness of the bonding and its thickness. The sapphire is then mounted in the Logitech c©
PM4 precision lapping machine that, with a axial rotatory movement in 9 µm Alumina
powder, thins the substrate down to 50µm. Thickness measurements are taken several
times during the process in order to monitor the thinning process that stops at about
10µm before reaching the desired final thickness. The lapped surface needs a necessary
process of stress relief which will lend more mechanical resistance to the substrate avoid-
ing an unwanted breakage.
In fact, the mechanical thinning process produces a deep surface roughness which con-
tributes to increase material fragility. The roughness level can be reduced using an
isotropic wet etching process [75] in a solution (1:4:40) of HCl, H2O2 and RO water.
The etch rate was estimated to be 0.33µm/min at room temperature. The sample is
then washed with clear RO water and IPA.
The etched back-side surface of the sample is, then, patterned to define the metal grounds
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with a photolithographic process as described in Section 4.5.1 using a thin layer of pho-
toresist S1818 after which a metal EBE of 50nm of NiCr and 500nm of Au is followed
by lift-off.
The substrate is then immersed in a BrewerScience c© solvent for wafer de-bonding in
hot bath at 50◦C for 48 hours. As the solvent has to fully penetrate in the gap be-
tween GaAs substrate and sapphire carrier. De-bonding is the most critical operation
of the whole process where the substrate sample has to be handled gently to avoid any
damage. The previous wet etch stress relief of the thinned surface is critical to the final
mechanical stability of the 50µm GaAs membrane. The Bonding and thinning steps are
illustrated in Figure 4.15. The result of the fabrication is shown in Figure C.4 where
Figure 4.15: The substrate (a) is covered with a 4-layers of e-beam resist (b) and a
layer of adhesive (c) with which it is bonded upside down on a sapphire carrier (d).
Thinning process followed by photolithography and evaporation define the back-side
grounds (e). Finally thinned and patterned substrate is detached from the carrier with
solvent (f).
thinned substrate is supported by a 300µm thick quartz glass slide.
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Figure 4.16: The result of the fabrication process before cleaving. The substrate lays
on a 300µm thick glass slide in a metal mesh for sample handling.
4.7 Scribe & Cleave for Die Dicing
The GaAs membrane is transferred onto a piece of transparent adhesive on which scribing
and cleaving operations are carried out.
First the substrate is divided in four cells, then following the same procedure the single
devices are separated along the scribing rails defined during fabrication and finally are
positioned into a vacuum GelPack c© ready to be used singularly. As the aspect ratio
of the single back-to-back transitions device is very high (400× 3200mm2) the cleaving
procedure can easily damage a full cell of devices if care is not taken. The thinned
substrate can easily bend and it has to be located on a glass carrier during the entire
cleaving operation to prevent it from damage. Yields of the fabrication can be noticeably
increased if a Cleave, Pick and Place tool was employed. The thickness of a residual
piece of cleaved substrate is measured to validate the results of thinning and etching
processes. The achieved thickness is demonstrated in Figure 4.17 using a Mitutoyo c©
precision thickness Gauge.
4.8 Design and Fabrication for WR5 Transitions Housing
The transitions, fabricated in back-to-back configuration, need to be assembled in a rect-
angular waveguide test fixture which is then connected to the measurement instruments.
The test structure is designed considering the total length of the transmission line used
between the two transitions and a split-block architecture is chosen for its fabrication.
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Figure 4.17: A small part of the thinned substrate is measured with a linear Gauge.
Electronic measurement show the final thickness achieved and validate the process and
its tolerance.
Rectangular waveguides can be milled in a single metal block divided in two halves,
being a mirror images of one another. The two halves are then clamped together and
kept in place using metal alignment pins and screws and the profile of the measurement
instruments connection is finally defined around the rectangular waveguide input/out-
put. The choice of this architecture relies on easy fabrication process and small relative
deviation of the EM behavior of the result from the ideal case of rectangular waveguide.
Let’s consider the induced current density J on the inner broadwalls of a rectangular
waveguide due to the only propagating TE10 mode, as:
J = nˆ×H (4.1)
where nˆ is the unity vector orthogonal to the internal surface and H is the magnetic
field vector. Since the existing electric and magnetic fields relative to the TE10 mode
can be written as:
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where Ey, Hx, Hz are the fields components along yˆ, xˆ, zˆ, f is the frequency of interest, k
is the wavenumber, E0 is the maximum amplitude of the electric field, a and b are the
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dimensions of the rectangular waveguide and x and z are the positions transversally and
along the propagation direction as illustrated in Figure 4.18. From Eq.4.1, 4.3 and 4.4,
Figure 4.18: Coordinate system for the propagation of the TE10 mode in waveguide.
the density current J can be written in its components as:
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Eq.4.5 and 4.6 highlight that if a thin slot is opened along the propagating direction z,
the Jz component is not perturbed. The Jx component can be perturbed apart from in
the case where the slot is placed along the centerline where Jx = 0. These considerations
are taken into account when designing slotted waveguide array antennas [24] in which
slot apertures are located in between the centerline and the edges of the broad walls as
illustrated in Figure 4.19. In this case, the current density flow is perturbed and a strong
electric field is created across the slot which starts to radiate. Hence, by fabricating the
rectangular waveguide in two halves, there is no current density perturbation and no
substantial radiation happens from its broad walls.
The mechanical fabrication of the waveguide split-blocks is carried out at the University
of Glasgow using the facilities of the Mechanical Workshop. Metal milling is employed
to define waveguide profiles and connection flanges in two consecutive steps using a CNC
Datron c© CAT-3D M6 milling machine, illustrated in Figure 4.20. The standard MIL-F-
3922-67B [76] is chosen for the waveguide flanges and used as connection interface with
the measurements instruments.
In order to estimate the feasibility and tolerances of the milling process, a simple rect-
angular waveguide split-blocks for G-band frequencies is designed using Autocad c© 2007
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Figure 4.19: Slotted waveguide array antenna. The slots are located between waveg-
uide centerline and it edges for maximum current perturbation.
Figure 4.20: CNC Datron c© CAT-3D M6 milling machine at the University of Glas-
gow, Mechanical Workshop. The milling machine is computer controlled.
and relative mechanical CAD table is produced and supplied to the Mechanical Work-
shop for manufacturing. Illustration of the design is shown in Figure 4.21. Three copies
of the same design with length of 1cm, 2cm and 3cm are fabricated using Brass blocks in
order to estimate transmission loss per unit length. The outcome of the manufacturing
is shown in Figure 4.22. The Design of the split-block housing for the transitions is
carried out in similar manner. The substrate orientation is chosen to be perpendicular
to the waveguides input/output direction and two S-shape bends are designed to realize
the T-junction required between the waveguides and the transitions. The architecture
allows a symmetrical milling process during the definition of the waveguide grooves.
Dimensions of the waveguide bends are related to the length of the transmission line
connecting the two transitions. A perspective of the design is shown in Figure 4.23. Full
details of the mechanical CAD table with relative dimensions can be found in Appendix
C.
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Figure 4.21: 3D view of the model for the G-band waveguide lines. Its split-block
assembly needs internal alignment pins. The waveguide flange for connection uses the
standard MIL-F-3922-67B [76].
Figure 4.22: Three split-block G-band lines with length 1cm, 2c, and 3cm are fabri-
cated.
4.9 Considerations on Mechanical Manufacturing Toler-
ances
Mechanical manufacturing has unavoidable larger tolerance when compared to the pre-
cision achieved with Clean-room fabrication. The CNC Datron c© CAT-3D M6 milling
machine shows a tolerance of 20µm/m just after calibration, but this value is related to
a full linear movement of the end mill stage. The effective accuracy decreases when the
stage movements involves curvilinear shapes such as the waveguide bends realized for
the split-block housing of Figure 4.23. The milled waveguide groove can also present an
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Figure 4.23: Top view of waveguide S-shape bends and substrate channel (a). Waveg-
uide grooves realie a T-junction with the area designated for the substrate bonding (b).
3D perspective of the Housing assembly (c). Result of the mechanical fabrication for
the split-block housing showing waveguide grooves and substrate channel (d).
undesired deformed profile if appropriate micro tools are not employed. Micro end-mills
bend against the metal material during their rotation and the result is a waveguide
groove with walls which are not parallel. To reduce this unwanted effect, the choice
of the end mill cutter is crucial and its diameter has to be as close as possible to the
dimensions of the features to cut out from the metal block.
For this work two micrograin solid carbide end mills with single flute from Datron c©
[77] are employed. A micro tool with 0.6mm of diameter is used to mill the waveguide
grooves, whereas a diameter of 0.5mm is employed for the substrate channel. Optical mi-
crography of the waveguide cross section when the half blocks are clamped together and
the junction between the rectangular waveguide and substrate channel are illustrated in
Figure 4.24 and 4.25 respectively.
4.10 Assembly
Before the measurement process, the fabricated back to back transition device has to be
mounted into the split-block housing. The assembly operation is carried out using an
optical microscope and positioning and alignment is performed by hand using tweezers
with carbon fibre tips to reduce risk of possible breakage likely to happen with normal
metal tips.
The split-block housing is first cleaned with acetone in an ultrasonic bath and then
de-oxidised in a solution of 1:4 of HCl:ROwater for 1min. A conductive silver epoxy
paste by Aremco-Bond c© [Aremco] in its compounds 556-A and 556B is mixed and then
spread into the substrate channel of the lower housing block using a thin plastic tip.
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Figure 4.24: Profile of the rectangular waveguide formed by the two halves of the
split-block.
Figure 4.25: Optical microscope photograph of the T-junction between waveguide
groove and substrate channel where the transitions have to be bonded.
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The transitions are then collected from the GelPack using a thin sheet of cleanroom
paper and located into the channel. After the alignment of the substrate the upper part
of the split-block is mounted and the total device is placed on hot plate for 1hr at the
temperature of 150C◦ to cure the silver epoxy paste. The device is then left to cool
down and it is ready to undergo the measurement procedure.
Two transitions, a simple planar broadband transition [32] and the Elevated E-plane
probe, are assembled using this process and the results are shown in Figure 4.26 and
4.27.
Figure 4.26: Two broadband waveguide to microstrip transition in back-to-back struc-
ture bonded into the substrate channel and having the probes protruding into the two
waveguide grooves.
Figure 4.27: Elevated E-plane probes in back-to-back configurations are bonded into
the substrate channel. Enlargement shows the result of the two T-junctions with the
waveguide grooves.
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Figure 4.28: Optical micrograph of the Elevated E-plane Probe aligned and bonded
in its channel. The three mtal posts support the elevated probe from the substrate
material leaving it suspended into the waveguide.
4.11 Conclusions
Fabrication techniques and processes for thin film MMIC technology used at the Univer-
sity of Glasgow are described. Procedures for the definition of printed line and elevated
structures to form the Elevated E-plane Probe, and elevated microwave lines are detailed
with emphasis on the fabrication of the elevated structures resulting from the extension
of the air-bridges forming technique. The GaAs substrate used for their fabrication is
thinned and preliminary bonding and etching techniques are also described.
Mechanical manufacture of a set of rectangular waveguide and split-blocks, housing the
GaAs substrates, is illustrated mentioning fabrication tools, techniques and materials.
Considerations on the results from the milling process are discussed and assembly oper-
ations, performed to bond the GaAs substrate into the split-block housing, are detailed.
The next chapter is dedicated to the measurements procedures and the results when
tested with a performance network analyzer (PNA).
Chapter 5
Measurement Results
5.1 Introduction
The Chapter presents methodology, tools and instrumentation used to perform waveg-
uide measurements in the G-band. The calibration procedure is also detailed with signal
flow graph formalism as part of the effectiveness of the measurements procedure.
The fabricated devices, descripted in Chapter 4, are tested and measurements are car-
ried out to determine their electrical behavior and confirm simulations results. Split-
block waveguides are measured to validate the mechanical fabrication process, estimating
transmission and reflection properties. Loss factor per unit length is also calculated.
The metal split-block housing is tested under different measurements conditions in order
to evaluate the influence of the substrate material and to validate the substrate channel
isolation. This ensures that the effective transmission is accomplished by the waveguide-
to-microstrip transition and very low power spills from the input waveguide to output
waveguide through unwanted cavity modes.
Fabricated broadband waveguide-to-microstrip transitions relative to the design of Sec-
tion 3.6 are tested and measured in the waveguide housing highlighting the influence of
flange misalignments which are detrimental to the overall performance. Transitions using
Elevated E-plane probes relative to the design of Section 3.6.1 are measured demonstrat-
ing the effectiveness and robustness of this novel structure. Simulated and measured
results are compared validating the design procedure. The chapter ends with a discus-
sion on the losses introduced by the split-block housing used as a test fixture for the
back-to-back transitions and estimating the loss factor of the waveguide bends. Finally,
the loss factor for the broadband transiton and the elevated E-plane probe transition is
derived from measurements and a comparison of the two is shown.
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5.2 Measurement Instruments
5.2.1 Instrumentation
The S-parameters of the fabricated transitions are measured with a performance network
analyzer PNA, consisting of a vector network analyzer extended with MMW modules.
This measurement system is a two-channel MMW receiver designed to detect the mag-
nitude and phase of the transmitted and reflected waves when the device under test
(DUT) is connected. During operation, the RF source in the VNA is set to sweep over
a specified bandwidth, the MMW modules work as mixers to center this bandwidth at
MMW frequencies. An internal reflectometer samples the incident, reflected and trans-
mitted RF waves and converts the signals to intermediate frequencies (IF). The signals
are then detected and converted to digital. The data is processed with software and the
magnitude and phase of the S-parameters and all the quantities that can be derived from
the S-parameters with an algorithm such as impedance, standing wave ratio (SWR) and
return loss are calculated. The PNA allows an increased accuracy in the measurement,
achieved by using an error correcting software and a calibration procedure.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the two OML MMW vector network analyzer frequency exten-
sion modules for G-band used to perform the measurements in the present work. The
system can be used for both on-wafer and waveguide measurements using respectively
ground-signal-ground (GSG) probes or waveguide extensions to connect the DUT. The
Figure 5.1: PNA setup for G-band measurements. The two OML G-bands mod-
ules, working as mixers, are connected to a VNA (not shown). The setup includes
GSG probes for RFOW measurements. Probes can be removed and WR-05 waveguide
extensions can be mounted to perform waveguide components measurements.
measurements system is assembled by CASCADE c© and comprises features such as a
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vacuum chuck holder and micrometer positioning systems for moving the stages for dif-
ferent measurement scenarios. In Section B.1 it was described how the transmitted and
reflected waves can be represented by scattering parameters. An additional technique,
useful in the analysis of microwave networks, is the signal flow graph representation [78].
A flow graph is constructed using nodes and branches. Each port of a microwave net-
work has two nodes, identifying with ai a wave entering the port and with bi a wave
reflected from the port. Branches are signal paths from one node to another and each
branch has a scattering parameter associated.
Hence, for the two port networks illustrated in Figure B.1 the corresponding flow graph
is shown in Figure 5.2. Generally the graph gives an intuitive illustration of the network
Figure 5.2: Example of signal flow graph for a 2-ports network element.
behaviour. In the example of Figure 5.2 a wave with amplitude a1 enters at port 1 and
it is split partly going through S11 out of port 1 and partly transmitted through S21 to
node b2. At node b2, the wave exits port 2. If there is a load with a non-zero reflection
coefficient on port 2 the wave is split again and partly is reflected entering back port 2
at node a2. When it re-enters port 2, the wave can be further partly reflected back out
of port 2 through S22 and partly transmitted to port 1 through S12. The signal graph
can be extended for microwave networks in series and it can be used as a method to
decompose the characteristics of a network in single blocks. Signal flow graph is a useful
technique for understanding the calibration procedure.
5.2.2 Calibration
Every measurement instrument has imperfections and depending on the frequency of
the observed signals the imperfections can be significant and they have to be accounted
for to eliminate errors in the measurements.
Calibration is a method of determining these imperfections and it is performed using
”known” standards. The number and type of standards depend on the type of cali-
bration, hence the algorithm that is followed. Once the calibration is done, during the
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measurements of the DUT, the information on the imperfections can be removed with
a procedure called de-embedding and the results are then the true characteristics of the
DUT.
Common two-port calibration types are: SOLT (short-open-load-thru), LRRM (line-
reflect-reflect-match) and TRL (thru-reflect-line). In the measurements of the back-to-
back transitions for this project, TRL calibration is chosen and it is performed using
the calibration kit V05-AL-22 supplied by OML c© and shown in Figure 5.3. The cali-
Figure 5.3: Components of the OML V05-AL-22 calibration kit. A Short is used as
fixed load and two line are used for phase detection. A 1 inch waveguide line is also
included to estimate calibration quality.
bration procedure is computer controlled by WinCal c© a software package designed for
calibration and measurements in which the information regarding a specific kit can be
stored. WinCal also performs an automatic de-embedding algorithm at the end of the
calibration procedure.
The TRL measurement is performed using a short element for the reflection and two
line elements for the phase shift estimation. The Thru element is realized connecting
directly the two waveguide extensions. A further waveguide element, 1 inch long, is also
provided and it is used as a verification element to estimate the quality of the achieved
calibration.
The TRL method is chosen as it relies on waveguide line components, whereas SOLT
and LRRM involve the use of a load element which is not suitable for the measurement
of our type of DUT. The use of TRL also gives an indication of how well the signals
propagate through the fabricated waveguide lines when compared with the 1 inch line
provided in the calibration kit.
One of the purposes of the calibration procedure is to bring the reference plane for our
measurements right to the input/output point of the DUT. In the present case this is
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represented by the terminal cross-section of the two waveguide flanges at the MMW
OML modules, where the DUT is connected.
The TRL calibration procedure can also be considered in terms of signal flow graphs.
A general use is to measure the S-parameters of a two-port device at the input/output
reference planes. The situation is illustrated in Figure 5.4. Initially the measurement
Figure 5.4: Block scheme for S-parameters measurements. The measured S-
parameters of a network can be considered as composed of two blocks of S-parameters
block-error and the S-parameters of the DUT. The S-parameters of the error-boxes are
deembedded from the measurement planes to reference planes to estimate the DUT
performance.
planes are at some point internal to the analyzer and the measurement results would
include losses and phase delays caused by cables, connectors and possible transitions
in probes and waveguide bushings. All these effects can be lumped into the error-box
of Figure 5.4 placed between the desired reference plane and the DUT. A calibration
technique aims to characterize the error-box and then to de-embed it during the mea-
surement of the S-parameters of the DUT.
Signal flow graphs are used to derive the set of equations to estimate the S-parameters
for the error boxes in the TRL procedure. The measurements of the Thru, Reflect and
Line are shown in Figure 5.5 with their relative signal flow graphs. The measurement
of each standard provides a S-parameters matrix. The assumptions for the calibration
procedure are that the characteristic impedance at port 1 and port 2 is the same and
the resulting error boxes are reciprocal and identical. The last statement means that
S21 = S12 for both error-boxes at port 1 and port 2. S-parameters of the DUT are
measured at the measurement planes and corrected using the S-parameters of the error-
boxes to finally give the S-parameters of the DUT at the desired reference planes. In
fact, the measurement of the DUT corresponds to the measurement of a cascade of a
three two-ports networks. Details and equations of the TRL signal flow graphs and how
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Figure 5.5: Blocks and signal flow diagrams for the three operations of a TRL cali-
bration corresponding to Thru, Reflect and Line measurements.
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to derive the error box S-parameters is detailed in Appendix D.
Once the TRL calibration is completed an estimation of its quality is performed by
measuring a 1 inch WR-05 line. The measurements results are shown in Figure 5.6. The
S11 has its highest value at about -30dB.
Since this line represents the perfect line for our measurement system, its S11 values are
the lowest measurable values of reflection which all the fabricated waveguide lines can
be compared to.
Figure 5.6: S-parameters S11 (red) and S21 (blue) of the calibartion kit 1 inch WR-05
waveguide line. S11 shows good reflection loss of 30dB.
5.3 WR-05 Split-Block Lines Measurements
The three manufactured WR-05 lines of 1cm, 2cm and 3cm of Figure 4.22 were connected
to the PNA and measured. An example of connected WR-05 line 2cm long is shown in
Figure 5.7. The measurements results, illustrated in Figure 5.8-5.10, show maximum
S11 levels around -20dB for all lines. The discrepancy with the results of Figure 5.6 arises
from unavoidable misalignment between device flanges and measurement instrument
waveguide connectors. Misalignment is due to the fabrication tolerances of the CNC
milling process and it can increase the level of reflected power at the two ports [79].
Estimation of the insertion loss can be based on the S21 parameter measured using the
three lines. This is shown in Figure 5.11. IF bandwidth is set to 50Hz in order to reduce
the noise in the measurement results and the calculated mean value relative to each
length over the entire G-band is listed in Table 5.1.
The results show loss is proportional to length and it is estimated as ∼ 0.3 dB/cm, this
is typical of what can be achieved with the mechanical fabrication process used.
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Figure 5.7: A WR-05 split block line can be connected to the OML modules of the
PNA setup using two waveguidesbushings. TRL is performed to bring the measurement
reference planes up to the end of the waveguide bushing connected to the DUT.
Figure 5.8: Measured S-parameters S11 and S21 for 1cm WR-05 split-block line.
Lenght [S21] Mean Value
1 cm -0.34
2 cm -0.6
3 cm -0.83
Table 5.1: Mean value of S21 for three lengths of fabricated WR-05
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Figure 5.9: Measured S-parameters S11 and S21 for 2cm WR-05 split-block line.
Figure 5.10: Measured S-parameters S11 and S21 for 3cm WR-05 split-block line.
5.4 Channel Isolation
A preliminary test of the split-block housing was carried out in order to verify the isola-
tion between the input/output waveguides before mounting the back-to-back transitions.
The isolation test starts by inserting solely the empty split-block housing, as the DUT,
in the PNA measurements setup. By measuring the level of S11 and S21 of the empty
split-block it is possible to estimate how much power is transferred from input to output
without the transitions. The aim of this measurement is to confirm that dimensions of
the substrate channel are designed correctly and no EM waves effectively spill into the
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of measured S21 for three different length 1cm, 2cm and
3cm of fabricated split-block WR-05 lines.
substrate channel and propagate to the output waveguide. The situation is illustrated
in Figure 5.12. Subsequently, the channel is loaded with a 50µm thick GaAs sample
Figure 5.12: Half fabricated split-block for waveguide to microstrip transitions. Input
and output waveguides are separated by the substrate channel whose dimensions have
to put in cut-off possible waveguide modes propagation from one end to the other.
having the same extension of the channel. The measurements of such a setup provides
information on how the substrate material modifies the profile of the channel that be-
comes electrically larger than its physical dimensions. The results of a well dimensioned
design should show that there is no substantial change in the insertion and return loss
with the previous case.
The last measurement test is carried out by using a substrate sample with the same
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thickness as previously used that is extending into the waveguide volume in both sides.
The extension length is chosen as to be the same of the substrate protrusion used for
the fabricated back-to-back transitions.
This last measurement aims to show and verify what is the effect of the substrate edge
with regard to the reflection loss and insertion loss. The extended substrate represents
an abrupt discontinuity in waveguide and as such it should modify the level of S11 since
the waveguide termination departs from the original short stub line behaviour. The
level of S21 is also influenced by the substrate edge.
The extended substrate is bonded into the cavity and measurements are performed
again. The three test cases are illustrated in Figure 5.13 and relative results are shown
in Figure 5.14 for S11 and Figure 5.15 for S21 parameter.
Figure 5.13: Three test cases for waveguides isolation. Empty substrate channel
(a). Channel partly filled with 50µm GaAs substrate (b). Channel filled with GaAs
substrate extending 300µm into the internal waveguides volume (c).
Figure 5.14: Measured S11 parameters for the three test cases of Figure 5.13. Sub-
strate extension into the waveguide represents a strong discontinuity for the rectangular
waveguide. The effect is more evident in the upper part of the G-band.
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Figure 5.15: Measured S21 parameters for the three test cases. In the case of extended
substrate into the waveguide, the EM energy starts to spill into the substrate channel.
The effect is frequency dependent and more evident in the upper part of the G-band
where it reaches an isolation level of -25dB due to the channel looking electrically larger
as it is loaded with GaAs material.
Measurements show that there is no effective change in the levels of S11 and S21 in the
cases of empty channel and when the channel is loaded with GaAs substrate. Moreover,
the level of S21 is as low as -50dB and it can be considered as irrelevant.
When the substrate is protruding into the waveguide structures, insertion loss and re-
turn loss have a gradual change that varies with frequency becoming more marked at
higher frequency. The effect shows that there is an increased transmission of power from
one waveguide to the other through the substrate channel. This power is collected at
the edge of the protruding substrate and travels along the channel as waveguide mode
since it becomes electrically large due to the GaAs material.
However the level of transmitted power, although increasing with frequency, it is still
very low being below -25dB at its highest point. Hence, all the preliminary measure-
ments results carried out on the split-block housing validate correctness and effectiveness
of the design for the isolation between input and output waveguides.
For completeness, simulated results of S21 relative to the measurements of Figure 5.15
are presented in Figure 5.16 for the three test cases of channel empty, partly filled and
with substrate protruding into the waveguide. The simulated levels of transmission do
not agree with the measurements as HFSS is not capable to simulate structures where
the transmitted power between ports is below -40dB and then very low. This is a
documented limitation of the adaptive meshing technique in the solver [Ansoft]. HFSS
does not provide correct results in situations where the power flow is very low over
the full frequency band as the mesh is not accurate and consequently fields values are
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underestimated. However, it is still possible to notice that the level of transmitted power
in the case of extended substrate is higher than the level of transmitted power in the
other two cases, similarly to measurements results.
Figure 5.16: Simulated S21 parameters for the three test cases re lative to the mea-
surements reults of Figure 5.15.
5.5 Performance of the WR5 Transitions
After performing the TRL calibration procedure, two designs of back-to-back WR-05 to
microstrip transitions, mounted in the split-block housing, are measured.
The first design is very similar to the structure proposed in [32], the second design relates
to the E-plane probes and it is discussed in Section 5.6.
The first design, as described in Section 3.6, aims to have a broadband characteristic
over the entire G-band. Results from simulations show a level of S11 below -10dB for
the case of an ideal connection to the PNA. However, the tolerance of the CNC milling
fabrication plays a crucial role in the overall performance. Simulated and Measured
S-parameters are shown in Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18.
The results do not present a satisfactory performance for transmission and reflection rep-
resented by parameters S21 and S11 respectively. Although the back-to-back transitions
show a broadband behavior, the level of reflection dramatically exceeds the threshold of
-10dB which is considered the minimum reflection requirement for a further electronic
signal amplification.
Flange misalignment between the split-block housing and the PNA connectors is pre-
venting the correct operation.
The problem of large mechanical tolerances in the fabrication of waveguide components
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Figure 5.17: Simulated S-parameters S11 and S21 of broadband back-to-back
waveguide-to-microstrip transition designed in Section 3.6.
Figure 5.18: Measured S-parameters S11 and S21 of broadband back-to-back
waveguide-to-microstrip transition designed in Section 3.6.
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for frequency as high as the G-band has to be properly addressed during design. Even
the calibration kit parts, manufactured with a very expensive processes, have to face the
limitation of mechanical inaccuracy that can partly masks their correct working opera-
tion as confirmed by the results shown in Figure 5.6 for the case of the calibration kit
waveguide line 1 inch long.
The effect of an offset between two identical waveguide flanges was investigated with
HFSS12 simulating misalignments along the width and the height as illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.19. Simulation results for S11 of Figure 5.20 and 5.21, respectively for a vertical
Figure 5.19: Two waveguide flanges can have relative offset along their width or along
their height. The situation was modelled and simulated with HFSS12 with misalign-
ment in the range of 0− 100µm.
and horizontal offset in the range of 0 − 100µm show that the level of return loss in-
creases with misalignment in both directions. However, flange misalignments are the
effect of the superposition of different causes [76] and they can not be taken into account
as systematic error. Hence, the design of components, such as waveguide transitions,
should aim for reflection levels well below -10dB in order to compensate the masking
effect of unavoidable manufacturing limitations.
The Elevated E-plane probe addresses some of these aspects and it represents a more
robust solution to the problem.
5.6 Measurements of Elevated E-plane Probe
A second design, corresponding to the Elevated E-plane Probe, is fabricated with the
process described in Chapter 4 and is used as waveguide-to-microstrip transition.
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Figure 5.20: Simulated results of S11 for flanges misalignment ∆ = 0− 100µm along
their width.
Figure 5.21: Simulated results of S11 for flanges misalignment from ∆ = 0− 100µm
along their height.
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Before proceeding with the measurements of the transitions, there is a need to verify
the correctness of the electrical contact between elevated structure, metal posts and
on-substrate microstrip line. For this purpose, a series of elevated microstrip lines are
designed and fabricated together with the Elevated probes on the same substrate sam-
ple. Figure 5.22 illustrates the design highlighting the transition from CPW to elevated
microstrip. Mechanical stress can be induced on the metal posts when thinning the sub-
Figure 5.22: Design of Elevated microstrip line. The signal line is supported by a
series of metal posts with 100µm spacing from each other. Posts land on GaAs material
through a ground square cut-out. Airbridges are placed before the transition from CPW
to elevated microstrip line.
strate down to 50µm with possible breakage of the electrical contact between elevated
and on-substrate line. RFOW Measurements are used to confirm that S-parameters
present similar behavior for both cases of 50µm and 630µm substrate thickness with
the latter being mechanically more robust. The lines are measured using PNA, GSG
coplanar probes from Cascade c© with 100µm pitch.
Measured insertion loss, in terms of S21, illustrated in Figure 5.23 for elevated microstrip
lines 2.5mm long and relative to 630µm and 50µm GaAs thickness, demonstrates the
effective signal propagation along the connecting posts. This result validates the robust-
ness of the fabrication process with its extension to thin GaAs substrate and membrane.
The measurements of Figure 5.23 also show the difference in insertion loss due to sub-
strate thickness. Although the microstrip line is elevated from GaAs material and is
shielded by the underneath ground, there is still signal power coupled into the substrate
through the metal posts as they land on the bare substrate material through windows
cut-out in the ground plane, Figure 5.22. The difference in insertion loss, being 1dB at
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Figure 5.23: Measured S21 parameters for elevated microstrip lines on 630µm and
50µm of GaAs. The total length of the lines is 2.5mm which consists of 2mm of elevated
line and two CPW transitions of 125µm each. The difference of the measurements is
due to signal power spilled into the substrate. The effect is more and more evident with
increasing frequency as more power can be coupled into substrate waves.
low frequency, increases in the upper part of the G-band due to the increasesd excitation
of substrate waves.
Once the electrical contact of the posts was validated, the waveguide-to-microstrip tran-
sition assembled in Section 4.10, Figure 4.27, was connected to the PNA and measure-
ments procedures were carried out.
Figure 5.24 shows the measured S-parameter S21 and S12 representing the insertion loss
of two Elevated E-plane probes in back-to-back configuration and separated by 3mm of
microstrip line. S21 = −4dB is achieved at the center band f = 180GHz which equates
an insertion loss of 2dB per transition, including the losses of 1.5mm of microstrip line
and a single waveguide S-bend. The result represents an improvement when compared
to the insertion loss of the broadband transition as illustrated previously in Figure 5.18.
Reflection loss is shown in Figure 5.25 where an S11 ≤ −10dB is achieved on a bandwidth
BW ' 150− 200GHz. Measured S-parameters and simulation results are compared in
Figure 5.26 where they show good agreement.
Difference in level of S11 are due to flange misalignments between split-block housing
and waveguide connections with the PNA. Difference in measured and simulated S21
also reflects the misalignment and it becomes more marked at the upper part of the
G-band due to increased substrate losses.
In fact, GaAs material used in the simulations have nominal values for dielectric losses
and dielectric constant (εr = 12.9) which are generally used at a frequency of f =
10GHz. In reality the value is frequency dependent and no model is available so far in
the simulator to accurately predict the variation of these nominal values.
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Figure 5.24: S21 and S12 measured results for the Elevated E-plane Probe operating
as waveguide-to-microstrip transition in back-to-back configuration [80].
Figure 5.25: S11 measured results for the Elevated E-plane Probe operating as
waveguide-to-microstrip transition in back-to-back configuration [80].
However, it would be possible to account for the material properties at MMW by mea-
suring a GaAs printed transmission line and by using it as known standard to calibrate
the values of dielectric losses and the permittivity of the substrate at these frequencies
[81].
Some aspects of the fabrication have to be discussed to address the difference between
measured and simulated results of S21.
During the assembly process, silver epoxy is employed to attach the substrate material
into the channel, whereas, in the simulation of the model, the gold microstrip ground is
in perfect electric contact with the metal housing. Moreover, the quality of the bonding
has an important role and becomes crucial [82] in avoiding unexpected losses between
the microstrip ground and the metal housing. The bonding is carried out by hand and
could present some irregularities and gaps compromising its conductivity, which is par-
ticularly required at the edge of the substrate channel aperture. If a bonding machine
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was used the assembly process would be more accurate and controlled.
However, the measured results still follow the trend of the simulations and the overall
waveguide-to-microstrip transitions show successful and acceptable performance using
the Elevated E-plane probes.
The implementation of an Elevated probe, fabricated using MMICs processes, in a
Figure 5.26: Measured and simulated results comparison for the Elevated E-plane
Probe operating as waveguide-to-microstrip transition in back-to-back configuration
[80].
waveguide-to-microstrip transition is demonstrated for the first time and it represents
a novel structure [80]. The measurement results show S11 better than -10dB from
150GHz to 200GHz and S21 ' −4dB at the centre of the G-band for two back-to-
back waveguide-to-microstrip transition separated by 3mm of microstrip line. If a single
waveguide-to-microstrip transition is used in a MMW receiver architecture, the Elevated
E-plane probe allows a minimum reflection loss at f = 183GHz as designed in Section
3.6.1 and 2dB of transmission loss including the microstrip path. The transition is a
good candidate for the detection of signals in systems operating in the H2O absorption
band as highlighted in Secton 1.2.1.
5.6.1 Estimation of Loss Factor in Waveguide Bends and Transitions
. The test fixture for the two Elevated E-plane probes, Figure 5.12, also comprises of
two waveguide S-bends which are connected at the reference planes to the PNA. In
order to evaluate the losses introduced by the bends in the overall performance of the
back-to-back transitions, a single S-bend is designed and its CAD table is generated
(Appendix C) for mechanical fabrication. A 3D perspective of the S-bend design and its
manufacturing outcome is illustrated in Figure 5.27. Measurements are performed with
PNA and S-parameters are extracted for the waveguide device. Simulated and measured
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Figure 5.27: CAD perspective view of split-block G-band waveguide S-bend (a).
Results of the CNC-milling fabrication of the S-bend(b).
results are compared and shown in Figure 5.28 and Figure 5.29 for parameters S11 and
S21 respectively.
The simulated results account for flange misalignment between the device and the PNA
waveguide extensions. Simulated S-parameters for an ideal situation of a device with
no flange misalignment are also plotted and compared with the measured case. An
estimation of an offset ∆x = 180µm along the waveguide width direction and an offset
∆y = 80µm along the height direction is accounted for in the simulation setup. The
Figure 5.28: Measured and simulated S11 parameters for the split-block S-bend. The
high level of reflection loss is due to flange misalignment. Simulated results for the case
with no misalignment are also reported for comparison.
estimation of the losses due to the waveguide bends is calculated assuming no radiation
losses for which the Loss Factor, αL [83], can be equated as:
αL = 1− |S11|2 − |S21|2 (5.1)
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Figure 5.29: Measured and simulated S21 parameters for the split-block S-bend.
Simulated results for the case with no misalignment are also reported for comparison.
Applying the equation to simulated and measured results, the Loss Factor can be plotted
as in Figure 5.30. The loss factor is seen to equal the difference between a normalized in-
Figure 5.30: Loss Factor for the split-block S-bend relative to simulations and mea-
surements results. Loss Factor de-embeds the reflection loss and insertion loss and
reveals the effective losses due to finite conductivity and possible coupling with evanes-
cent modes at the bend point.
put power and the power that is reflected and transmitted to the input and output ports,
respectively. The mean value of the Loss Factor, αL across the G-band is calculated from
the results and it measures:
αL ' 0.1 (5.2)
Representing the percentage of power loss in the waveguide bend.
Since the back-to-back transition is also a reciprocal structure, it is possible to iso-
late the flange misalignments and to calculate, by using (5.1), the loss factor from the
measurements results of Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.26. Figure 5.31 illustrates that the
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fabricated back-to-back elevated E-plane probe transitions present a loss factor lower
than the broadband transitions. It is worth noting that the two back-to-back structures
were fabricated and assembled using the same procedures and under the same condi-
tions. Finally, accounting for the loss factor of Figure 5.2, due to the two waveguide
Figure 5.31: Loss Factor for back-to-back broadband (blue) and elevated E-plane
probe (red) transitions.
bends, in the data of Figure 5.31, it is possible to plot the loss factor for single transition
and 1.5mm of microstrip line as shown in Figure 5.32.
It is evident how the single elevated E-plane probe presents a lower loss factor than
the single broadband waveguide to microstrip transition.
5.7 Conclusions
In the present chapter, instrumentation and preliminary calibration procedure for G-
band waveguide measurements have been described. Fabricated split-block G-band
waveguides are tested and measurement results validate the mechanical CNC milling
process which allowed excellent transmission and reflection properties for the devices.
Split-block housing, fabricated using the same milling process, is measured and the im-
pact of substrate material and its edge, when used for the transition, is investigated
through measurements. A broadband waveguide-to-microstrip transition is tested and
measurements reveal that when waveguide flange misalignments are considerable with
respect to the operating frequency this can be problematic. Their behavior is also eval-
uated through simulations highlighting the overall detrimental factor.
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Figure 5.32: Loss Factor for single broadband (blue) and single elevated E-plane
probe (red) transition.
The fabricated novel Elevated E-plane probe is used to realize a GaAs integrated waveguide-
to-microstrip transition. Measurements validate the design and demonstrate its effec-
tiveness when low power reflection levels are desired. A bandwidth of 150-200 GHz
with reflection lower that -10dB is achieved, its lowest level at 183GHz measures -22dB.
These measurements are relative to two waveguide-to-microstrip transitions in back-to-
back configuration. The results make it an ideal candidate when implemented for EM
detection in water vapor absorption band where signals power levels are dramatically
attenuated.
Possible losses in the waveguide bends, used in the split-block housing, are estimated by
measuring the reflection and transmission properties for a single fabricated waveguide
bend also accounting for flanges misalignments.
Finally, from the measurements results, the loss factors for single waveguide bend, broad-
band transition and elevated E-plane probe transition are calculated and compared in
order to estimate the loss factor due to a single transition.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
This work presented a novel waveguide to microstrip transition operating in the G-band
and featuring an Elevated E-plane probe. The transition has numerous advantages such
as being GaAs-integrated and MMICs compatible meaning that its fabrication can be
carried out in parallel with the rest of the RF circuits reducing processing and assem-
bly time. The design of the Elevated E-plane probe was carried out with the aid of a
full-wave EM solver called HFSS. Its fabrication involved a successful extension of the
MMICs air-bridges technique which was optimized after several iterations delivering a
stable result. An appropriate metal enclosure, in the form of split-block waveguides,
was also designed aiming to house the transitions and to be connected to the measure-
ment instruments. The Measurements agreed and validated the simulation results with
very good correlation demonstrating that the Elevated E-plane probe provides lower
reflection loss and good performance when compared to transition structures previously
realised at the G-band. Moreover, the transition presents robustness to measurement
inaccuracies due to critical dimensions and alignment which characterise the waveguides
measurement setups for MMW. The potential of having a transition integrated with the
MMICs should reduce the overall complexity when implemented as part of a front-end
receiver and the Elevated E-plane probe proved to be an excellent option. The transi-
tion design and the selection of its architecture arise from pondered considerations and
tradeoffs throughout the different chapters of this work.
The first chapter discussed the atmospheric properties at MMW and the phenomenolgy
associated with it. Real-time imagers and their design parameters at system level were
introduced, pointing out the benefits of an increased operating frequency on the perfor-
mance and portability.
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Prototypes and initial examples of imagers developed at QinetiQ were then discussed,
commenting on the technology implemented. The chapter ended highlighting the impor-
tance of the interconnections between different parts of the system such as waveguides
and RF circuits and how they affect the sensitivity of the receiver. Hence, the design of
a transition between rectangular waveguide and RF circuits should aim to low reflection
loss to guarantee decent level of receiver sensitivity.
The second chapter presented an extensive literature review on the various architectures
previously used to design waveguide to planar line transitions discussing advantages and
disadvatages for the different cases and providing a table listing characteristics such as
substrate materials, bandwidth, performance and assembly. The table also included the
waveguide to microstrip transition using the Elevated E-plane probe developed in this
work.
Chapter 3 provided an insight into design techniques used to model a waveguide to mi-
crostrip lines focusing on the use of antipodal fin-lines, printed dipoles and transversal
probes. Both antipodal fin-line and dipoles represents good options in realizing a transi-
tion. However, they are strongly influenced by substrate resonances and poor impedance
matching levels when the design has limiting specifications such as the use of high per-
mittivity materials and when the use of very thin substrates is required, in which case
fabrication becomes complex and unreliable.
There is not a defined formula to design waveguide to microstrip transitions and there
are several parameters involved in the structure which require the use of EM simulation
software such as HFSS, from Ansys. A high level of expertise is required to drive the
software and to properly set up the EM problem with relative excitations and bound-
ary conditions. HFSS is a full wave 3D FEM solver and requires computers with large
amount of RAM memory and high speed processors. An extensive number of simula-
tions and iterations were carried out to model the transitions and to extract the tuning
effects of the different variables involved.
Transversal transitions were also considered and a broadband design was modeled and
simulated, highlighting the fundamental design parameters and their influence when
impedance matching had to be accomplished over the entire G-band.
From this example, the novel structure of waveguide to microstrip transition using El-
evated E-plane Probe was conceived. The peculiarities of the structure is the elevation
height of the probe that allows us the decomposition of the interaction of the substrate
material with the probe structure. The elevation of the probe represents an additional
tuning parameter which allows one to achieve a wider variety of impedance matching
levels than the canonical printed probe. The design is optimized for 183GHz, a critical
frequency in the G-band, where the EM radiation is strongly attenuated due to water
vapor absorption band.
The fourth chapter discussed processes and machines used in the MMICs technology at
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the University of Glasgow. E-beam, photolithography, metals evaporation and wet-etch
processes are all used in the fabrication of the Elevated E-plane probe and for substrate
processing. The fabrication involved several iterations before achieving a defined and
reliable procedure to manufacture waveguide transitions.
G-band split-block waveguides were also designed and the manufacture was carried out
in-house with the aid of the Mechanical Workshop personnel. Precise milling tools and
processes allowed us to realize G-band waveguide lines and split-block carriers proving
that the overall device was conceivable without the use of external facilities.
Device separation and assembly represent the final and crucial steps where precise align-
ment is necessary so that measurements reveal the desired performance of the transition.
Chapter 5 describes the instruments and procedures used to carry out waveguide mea-
surements at G-band. PNA, tools and calibration are described in detail.
A series of measurements were performed on rectangular waveguide lines with differ-
ent lengths to validate the mechanical fabrication and to estimate the expected losses.
Measurements were also carried out on the waveguide split-block carrier to confirm the
isolation between input and output waveguides and to validate the EM design.
The broadband waveguide to microstrip transition designed in Chapter 3, including
matching network, is measured using PNA and results show that this type of transition,
although it works over the full G-band delivers return loss worse than the 10dB, minimum
value generally required for signals to be processed by RF circuits. The performance is
adversely affected by the detrimental waveguide flange misalignment due to unavoidable
mechanical tolerances. Simulation of the misalignment effect is also modeled and results
confirm the worsening of the return loss by increasing the level of misalignment. As
mechanical manufacturing of the components at G-band presents these type of pitfalls,
it is necessary to design a waveguide to microstrip transition that provides lower return
loss so that the effects of possible flange misalignment do not mask the performance of
the transition to a level where the components is no longer effective.
The Elevated E-plane probe designed and fabricated presents a good performance over
the G-band having a wide passband ∆f = 150 − 200GHz with return loss better than
10dB. Measurements show that the lowest level of return loss is achieved at 183GHz as
defined by the design process.
To our knowledge, the Elevated E-plane probe is a novel structure and it is presented for
the first time in this thesis. Since the transition was tested in back-to-back configuration
and the split-block carrier consisted of waveguide bends, a single split-block waveguide
bend was also designed, fabricated and measured. Again the effects of flange misalign-
ment were detected. Additional models and simulations of misalignments were made
and results were compared with measurements confirming the level of transmitted and
reflected power. Loss factor was used to estimate the loss level due to the implemented
waveguide bends at G-band.
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As a final result, the waveguide to microstrip transition using Elevated E-plane probe
on SI-GaAs presents good performance and his high level of integration when used in a
receiver module for MMW applications would certainly contribute to improvements in
the overall system performance. The consequent reduction of complexity during assem-
bly and the smaller volume occupied by the MMICs represent desirable conditions to
avoid possible internal package resonances, which represent additional issues to address
in the design of circuits at high frequency.
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6.2 Future Developments
Although the research for this thesis has been extensive, there are still some aspects that
need to be explored and can be proposed for future work:
• The integration of the Elevated E-plane probe with a G-band amplifier in order
to build a full receiver module. MMICs G-band amplifiers on GaAs are still in the
experimental phase at the University of Glasgow.
• The design and fabrication of a narrow band filter cascaded with the transition
in order to filter out all the spectral components at G-band apart from the range
of frequencies covering the water vapor absorption band. This would enable us to
selectively amplify only the spectral components most attenuated.
• Recently [13] it was possible to improve detectors’ sensitivity by using other sub-
strate such as antimonide-based material rather that GaAs. It would be interesting
to investigate the possibility of reducing the total dimension of a receiver module,
including the detector stage, by implementing the flip-chip technology [84]. So
this would enable the metal cavity housing the MMICs to be small and minimize
substrate modes.
• The use of a different shape for the waveguide flanges could improve measurements
effectiveness and they could also be implemented in multi-stage systems whenever
modularity is desired.
Recent developments have been made in this direction and new standards for the
flange profile have been adopted for frequencies above 110GHz, trying to better
address misalignments issues, some examples are shown in Figure 6.1 [85].
Figure 6.1: New waveguide flange standard IEEE P1785 (a)-(c) proposed for next
generation waveguide fabrication
Appendix A
Rectangular Waveguide Theory
A.1 Modes and Propagation
A.1.1 From Maxwell’s Equations to TE/TM/TEM
The electric and magnetic fields associated with a time harmonic source of radiation
need to sutisfy the Maxwel’s Equations in the phasor form:
∇× E = −jωµH (A.1)
∇×H = jωεE (A.2)
The source free equation scan be manipulated into wave equations for the electric and
magnetic fields:
∇2E + k2E = 0
∇2H + k2H = 0
k = ω
√
µε
where the wavenumber k is real-valued for lossless media and is complex for lossy media.
The electric and magnetic fields of a general wave propagating in the +z direction into
an arbitrary medium with propagating constant γ are characterized by a z-dependence
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e−γz. The electric and magnetic fields can be then written in rectangular coordinates:
E(x, y, z) = E(x, y)e−γz
H(x, y, z) = H(x, y)e−γz
γ = α+ jβ
where α is the wave attenuation constant and β is the phase constant. If the wave travels
without attenuation, the propagation constant is purely imaginary. From the expansion
of the curl operator of the source-free Maxwell’s equations in rectangular coordinates,
the derivatives of the transverse field components respect to z can be written as:
∂Ex
∂z
= −γEx
∂Ey
∂z
= −γEy
∂Hx
∂z
= −γHx
∂Hy
∂z
= −γHy
Equating the vector components on each side of the Maxwell curl equations it gives:
jωεEx =
∂Hz
∂y
+ γHy (A.3a)
jωεEy = −γHx −
∂Hz
∂x
(A.3b)
jωεEz =
Hy
∂x
− ∂Hx
∂y
(A.3c)
−jωµHx =
∂Ez
∂y
+ γEy (A.4a)
−jωµHy = −γEx −
∂Ez
∂x
(A.4b)
−jωµHz =
∂Ey
∂x
− ∂Ex
∂y
(A.4c)
These equations can be manipulated to solve for the longitudinal field components in
terms of the transverse field components.
solving A.3a and A.4b for Hy Ex =
1
h2
(
−γ ∂Ez
∂x
− jωµ∂Hz
∂y
)
solving A.3b and A.4a for Hx Ey =
1
h2
(
−γ ∂Ez
∂y
+ jωµ
∂Hz
∂x
)
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Table A.1: Propagation modes and relative longitudinal field conditions
Mode Fields Components Propagation Type
TEM Transverse Electromagnetic Ez = 0, Hz = 0 Plane waves, Transmission line
TE Transverse Electric Ez = 0, Hz 6= 0 Waveguide
TM Transverse Magnetic Ez 6= 0, Hz = 0 Waveguide
EH/HE Hybrid Ez 6= 0, Hz 6= 0 Waveguide
solving A.3b and A.4a for Ey Hx =
1
h2
(
jωε
∂Ez
∂y
− γ ∂Hz
∂x
)
solving A.3a and A.4b for Ex Hy =
1
h2
(
−jωε∂Ez
∂x
− γ ∂Hz
∂y
)
where the constant h is defined by:
h2 = γ2 + ω2µε = γ2 + k2 =⇒ γ =
√
h2 − k2
The equations for the transverse field components in terms of the longitudinal compo-
nents describe the different modes for guided/unguided wave propagation as summarised
in Table A.1.
Let’s consider the case of a guided or unguided waves propagating in an ideal loss-
less medium and assume the propagations of TEM modes respecting the conditions
from Table A.1. The only case in which those conditions can be respected together with
non-zero field transverse components is having:
γ =
√
−k2 = jk = α+ jβ =⇒ (α = 0 lossless medium) =⇒ β = k
Thus for TEM waves travelling along a lossless medium/transmission line we have:
γ = jk = jβ
Oppositely, considering a TE, TM or EH/HE propagating modes it has to be h 6= 0
to have finite transverse field components, hence β 6= k. The propagation constant for
these modes can be written as:
γ =
√
h2 − k2 =
√
−k2
(
1− h
2
k2
)
= jk
√
1−
(
h
k
)2
The propagation constant of TE or TM modes has got different characteristics from the
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propagation constant for TEM modes. The ratio h/k for TE and TM can be written in
terms of cut-off frequency fc as follows:
h
k
=
h
ω
√
εµ
=
h
2pif
√
εµ
=
fc
f
fc =
h
2pi
√
εµ
The waveguide propagation constant in terms of the cut-off frequency can be written as:
γ = jk
√
1−
(
fc
f
)2
The propagation constant reveals if the relative mode propagates or it is attenuated in
which case it is called evanescent mode.
f ≤ fc =⇒ γ =α purely real value e−γz = e−αz evanescent mode
f > fc =⇒ γ =jβ purely imaginary value e−γz = e−jβz propagating mode
Hence, to have a propagating mode the operating frequency of the source has to be
higher than the cut-off frequency. If the operating frequency is lower than the cut-off
frequency then the mode is evanescent and is attenuated with an attenuation constant
equal to α.
A.1.2 Modes in Rectangular Waveguides
The rectangular waveguide can support TE and TM modes. The rectangular cross-
section with a > b allows for single -mode operation, meaning that only one mode
propagates in the waveguide over a determined frequency band.
Rectangular Waveguide TM modes
The longitudinal electric field of the TM modes within rectangular waveguide is the
solution to the equation:
∇2ETMz + k2ETMz = 0
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the equation can be expanded in rectangular coordinates as:
∂ETMz
∂x2
+
∂ETMz
∂y2
+
∂ETMz
∂z2
+ k2ETMz = 0 (A.5)
The electric field can be determined by using the separation of variables technique and
assuming that the solution has the form:
ETMz = X(x)Y (x)e
−jβz (A.6)
by substituting this into A.5 we have:
Y (y)
d2X(x)
dx2
e−jβz +X(x)
d2Y (y)
dy2
e−jβz + (k2 − β2)X(x)Y (y)e−jβz = 0 (A.7)
Y (y)
d2X(x)
dx2
e−jβz +X(x)
d2Y (y)
dy2
e−jβz + h2X(x)Y (y)e−jβz = 0 (A.8)
where h2 = γ2 + k2 = k2 − β2. By dividing A.8 by A.6 it gives:
1
X(x)
d2X(x)
dx2
+
1
Y (y)
d2Y (y)
dy2
+ h2 = 0 (A.9)
This result has the first term as a function of x and the second term as function of y
only. In order for A.9 to be satisfied for every x and every y within the waveguide, each
of the first two terms in the equation must be constants.
1
X(x)
d2X(x)
dx2
= −k2x =⇒
d2X(x)
dx2
+ k2xX(x) = 0 (A.10)
1
Y (y)
d2Y (y)
dy2
= −k2y =⇒
d2Y (y)
dy2
+ k2yY (y) = 0 (A.11)
h2 = k2x + k
2
y (separation equation) (A.12)
The original second order partial differential equation A.8 in two variables has been
separated into two second order ordinary differential equations in one variable each.
The two general solutions are:
X(x) = Asinkxx+Bcoskxx (A.13)
Y (y) = Csinkyy +Dcoskyy (A.14)
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hence the resulting longitudinal electric field for a rectangular waveguide TM mode is:
ETMz (x, y, z) = (Asinkxx+Bcoskxx)(Csinkyy +Dcoskyy)e
−jβz
The TM boundary conditions for the rectangular waveguide are:
ETMz (0, y, z) = E
TM
z (a, y, z) = 0
ETMz (x, 0, z) = E
TM
z (x, b, z) = 0
By applying the boundary conditions it gives:
ETMz (0, y, z) = 0 =⇒ B = 0
ETMz (a, y, z) = 0 =⇒ kxa = mpi (m = 1, 2, 3, ...) =⇒ kx =
mpi
a
ETMz (x, 0, z) = 0 =⇒ D = 0
ETMz (x, b, z) = 0 =⇒ kyb = npi (n = 1, 2, 3, ...) =⇒ ky =
npi
b
The resulting product of the constants A and C can be written as a single constant E0.
The number of TM modes is infinite, based on the infinite possible values of the indices
m and n. A single TM mode is identified as TMmn mode. The longitudinal electric field
of the TMmn mode is given by:
ETMmnz (x, y, z) = E0sin
mpix
a
sin
npiy
b
e−jβz
(m = 1, 2, 3, ...)
(n = 1, 2, 3, ...)
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The transverse field components of the TMmn mode are found by differentiating the
longitudinal electric field as defined in the standard TM equations:
ETMmnx (x, y, z) = −
jβ
h2
∂ETMmnz
∂x
= −jβ
h2
(
mpi
a
)
E0cos
mpix
a
sin
npiy
b
e−jβz
ETMmny (x, y, z) = −
jβ
h2
∂ETMmnz
∂y
= −jβ
h2
(
npi
b
)
E0sin
mpix
a
cos
npiy
b
e−jβz
HTMmnx (x, y, z) =
jwε
h2
∂ETMmnz
∂y
=
jwε
h2
(
npi
b
)
E0sin
mpix
a
cos
npiy
b
e−jβz
HTMmny (x, y, z) = −
jwε
h2
∂ETMmnz
∂x
= −jwε
h2
(
mpi
a
)
E0cos
mpix
a
sin
npiy
b
e−jβz
Rectangular Waveguide TE modes
The longitudinal magnetic field of the TE mode in the rectangular waveguide needs to
satisfy the same wave equation as the longitudinal field of the TM modes as:
∇2HTEz + k2HTEz = 0
which in rectangular coordinates is:
∂HTEz
∂x2
+
∂HTEz
∂y2
+
∂HTEz
∂z2
+ k2HTEz = 0 (A.15)
Using the same technique of the separation of variables used for the longitudinal TM
electric field, but applied to the longitudinal TE magnetic field it gives:
HTEz (x, y, z) = (Asinkxx+Bcoskxx)(Csinkyy +Dcoskyy)e
−jβz
To determine the unknown coefficients, the TE boundary conditions must be enforced.
They are:
ETEy (0, y, z) = E
TE
y (a, y, z) = 0
ETEx (x, 0, z) = E
TE
x (x, b, z) = 0
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The transverse components of the TE electric field are related to longitudinal magnetic
field by the standard TE equations:
ETEx = −
jwµ
h2
∂HTEz
∂y
= −jwµ
h2
ky(Asinkxx+Bcoskxx)(Ccoskyy −Dsinkyy)e−jβz
ETEy =
jwµ
h2
∂HTEz
∂x
=
jwµ
h2
kx(Acoskxx+Bsinkxx)(Csinkyy −Dcoskyy)e−jβz
The application of the TE boundary conditions gives:
ETEx (x, 0, z) = 0 =⇒ C = 0
ETEx (x, b, z) = 0 =⇒ kyb = npi (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...) =⇒ ky =
npi
b
ETEy (0, y, z) = 0 =⇒ A = 0
ETEy (a, y, z) = 0 =⇒ kxa = mpi (m = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...) =⇒ kx =
mpi
a
Combining the constant B and D into a single constant H0 the resulting longitudinal
magnetic field of the TEmn mode is:
HTEmnz (x, y, z) = H0cos
mpix
a
cos
npiy
b
e−jβz
(m = 1, 2, 3, ...)
(n = 1, 2, 3, ...)
(m = n 6= 0)
The indices include m = 0 and n = 0 in the TE solution since these values still yeld a
non-zero longitudinal magnetic field. The case m=n=0 is not allowed as this gives all of
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the transverse field components zero. The transverse fields for the TE modes are:
ETEmnx (x, y, z) = −
jwµ
h2
∂HTEmnz
∂y
=
jwµ
h2
(
npi
b
)
H0cos
mpix
a
sin
npiy
b
e−jβz
ETEmny (x, y, z) =
jwµ
h2
∂HTEmnz
∂x
= −jwµ
h2
(
mpi
a
)
H0sin
mpix
a
cos
npiy
b
e−jβz
HTEmnx (x, y, z) = −
jβ
k2c
∂HTEmnz
∂x
=
jβmpi
k2ca
H0sin
mpix
a
cos
npiy
b
e−jβz
HTEmny (x, y, z) = −
jβ
k2c
∂HTEmnz
∂y
=
jβnpi
k2c b
H0cos
mpix
a
sin
npiy
b
e−jβz
where (m=0,1,2,...) and (n=0,1,2,...) but m=n 6=0 for the TEmn mode.
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Parameters of TE and TM modes in rectangular waveguide
The propagation constant for TEmn and TMmn is defined as:
γmn =
√
h2mn − k2 =
√
(k2x + k
2
y)− k2
hmn =
√
k2x + k
2
y =
√(
mpi
a
)2
+
(
npi
b
)2
γmn =
√(
mpi
a
)2
+
(
npi
b
)2
− k2 =
√(
mpi
a
)2
+
(
npi
b
)2
− w2µε
The equation of the propagation constant γmn can be used to find the cut-off frequency
of the waveguide modes. The propagation characteristics are determined by the values
of hmn and k.
if hmn = k =⇒ γmn = 0 =⇒ cut− off frequency
if hmn > k =⇒ γmn<e =⇒ evanescent modes
if hmn < k =⇒ γmn=m =⇒ Propagating modes
Therefore the cut-off frequencies for the TE and TM modes in the rectangular waveguide
are found solving the equation:
hmn =
√(
mpi
a
)2
+
(
npi
b
)2
= kcmn = 2pifcmn
√
µε
fcmn =
1
2
√
µε
√(
m
a
)2
+
(
n
b
)2
It has to be noticed that the cut-off frequency depends on the dimensions of the waveg-
uide (a, b), the material inside the waveguide (ε, µ) and the mode (m,n).
The rectangular waveguide has to operate at frequency above the cut-off frequency for
the respective mode to propagate.
Modes TE10 and TE01 have both cut-off frequency lower that the lowest TM mode
(TM11). To achieve single mode operation the rectangular waveguide operates above
the cut-off frequency of the domnant TE10 mode, but below the cut-off frequency of the
next highest mode. A waveguide operating with more than one propagating mode is
called overmoded.
Appendix B
Fundamental Parameters of
Electromagnetic Transitions
B.1 Insertion/Return Loss, S-parameters and relative links
EM transitions can be interpreted as imperfections in electrical links and as such, they
can be analyzed in terms of insertion/return loss or their equivalent network behaviour
represented by the scattering parameters more commonly known as S-parameters.
In this analysis, the ratio PR/PI represents the power of a wave reflected from an imper-
fections (PR) to that of the incident wave (PI) and it is commonly used to estimate the
performance of the communication link. Hence, the Return Loss describes the reduction
in the amplitude of the reflected power, as compared to the forward power and it is
usually expressed in decibels:
ReturnLoss = 10 · log10
(
PI
PR
)
[dB] (B.1)
A high value of return loss is then desirable in order to maximize the power transfer
through a microwave transition. Similarly to the return loss the Insertion Loss is defined
as:
InsertionLoss = 10 · log10
(
PI
PT
)
[dB] (B.2)
Where PT is the power transmitted after the insertion of a device in a transmission line
and PI is the power transmitted before its insertion. Both return loss and insertion loss
are conventionally positive numbers.
The EM junction represented by a transition between two propagating media can also
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be analyzed in terms of passive network component with its performance described with
the aid of S-parameters.
Scattering parameters are the most frequently used network parameters in microwave
engineering because they are derived on the base of incident and reflected travelling
waves on transmission lines connecting microwave circuits.
In the present case, an EM transition between rectangular waveguide and a generic
planar transmission line can be equivalently considered as two-ports network component
with voltage waves and current waves on its terminals, representing the reference planes,
as illustrated in Figure B.1. The current and voltage waves will be used to define the S-
parameters. It is possible to consider the voltage wave V1 at one port as the superposition
Figure B.1: Rapresentation of incident and reflected waves at the terminals of a linear
two-port network
of forward, V +1 , and backward, V
−
1 , waves as follows:
V1 = V
+
1 + V
−
1 (B.3)
The current wave at the same port can be defined as:
I1 =
1
Zc
(
V +1 − V −1
)
(B.4)
Where Zc is the characteristic impedance of the port transmission line, usually consid-
ered 50Ω. Similarly, for the second port it is:
V2 = V
+
2 + V
−
2 ; I2 =
1
Zc
(
V +2 − V −2
)
(B.5)
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The above equations (B.3), (B.4) and (B.5) can be solved to determine the forward and
backward voltage waves at the two ports:
V +1 =
V1 + ZcI1
2
(B.6)
V −1 =
V1 − ZcI1
2
(B.7)
V +2 =
V2 + ZcI2
2
(B.8)
V −2 =
V2 − ZcI2
2
(B.9)
Incident and reflected voltages are then normalized to the characteristic impedance, Zc,
of the port transmission line:
a1,2 =
V +1,2√
Zc
(B.10)
b1,2 =
V −1,2√
Zc
(B.11)
The normalization allows us to write incident, P+1,2, and reflected, P
−
1,2, powers as:
P+1,2 =
1
2
| a1,2 |2 (B.12)
P−1,2 =
1
2
| b1,2 |2 (B.13)
Following these normalizations, it is possible to define the scattering parameters as:
b1 = S11a1 + S12a2 (B.14)
b2 = S21a1 + S22a2 (B.15)
Where Snm accounts the output voltage on port n due to the input on port m. The
same equations can be put in the form:[
b1
b2
]
=
[
S11 S12
S21 S22
][
a1
a2
]
(B.16)
The S-parameter representation fully characterizes the linear two-port network if the
reference planes and the normalizing impedance are specified.
There is a need to distinguish reciprocal and non-reciprocal networks in the particular
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case of a transition between two different transmission lines.
A network is known to be reciprocal if it is passive, hence it adds no energy to the
travelling signal, and contains only isotropic materials. Examples of reciprocal networks
include cables, attenuators, and all passive power splitters and couplers.
It is worth noting that it is important to have the same characteristic impedance on all
ports to have symmetric S-parameters for reciprocal networks. This partly explains why
most transitions described in this chapter are designed in back-to-back configuration, al-
though other possible reasons relate to easy assembly and to measurements procedures.
In the case where the two-port network is lossless, the input S-parameters obey the
equation:
1 = |S11|2 + |S21|2 (B.17)
If a2 = 0 then from B.14 and B.15:
S11 =
b1
a1
=
V −1
V +1
(B.18)
S21 =
b2
a1
=
V −2
V +1
(B.19)
From this case it is easy to link S-parameters with return and insertion loss:
ReturnLoss =
∣∣∣∣20 · log10 | S11 | ∣∣∣∣[dB] (B.20)
(B.21)
InsertionLoss = −20 · log10 | S21 | [dB] (B.22)
An advantage of the input and output S-parameters is that, being vector quantities,
they contain magnitude and phase information. Hence, they can be presented on a
polar display on the Smith Chart without any transformation and the corresponding
normalized impedances can be readily obtained on the same chart.
In estimating the performance of a network junction as a transition between rectangular
waveguide and planar transmission line, the insertion/return loss and S-parameters are
then the main indicators of the level of a successful design.
Appendix C
Mechanical CAD Tables
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Figure C.1: Mechanical Cad table for the fabrication of 1cm waveguide.
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Figure C.2: Mechanical Cad table for the fabrication of 2cm waveguide.
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Figure C.3: Mechanical Cad table for the fabrication of 3cm waveguide.
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Figure C.4: Mechanical Cad table for the fabrication of G-band housing of transitions.
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Figure C.5: Mechanical Cad table for the fabrication of G-band housing of transitions.
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Figure C.6: Mechanical Cad table for the fabrication of G-band waveguide bend.
Appendix D
TRL Signal Flow Graphs
Equations
With reference to Figure 5.5, for the thru connection the signal flow graph gives:
T11 =
b1
a1
∣∣∣∣
a2=0
= S11 +
S22S
2
12
1− S222
(D.1)
T12 =
b1
a2
∣∣∣∣
a1=0
=
S212
1− S222
(D.2)
By assumptions of symmetry and reciprocity T22 = T11 and T21 = T12 The Reflect
connection signal flow graph gives the following equation:
R11 =
b1
a1
∣∣∣∣
a2=0
= S11 +
S212ΓL
1− S22ΓL (D.3)
Also in this case we assume R22 = R11. For the Line connection the corresponding
signal flow gives the equations:
L11 =
b1
a1
∣∣∣∣
a2=0
= S11 +
S22S
2
12e
−2γl
1− S222e−2γl
(D.4)
L12 =
b1
a2
∣∣∣∣
a1=0
=
S212e
−2γl
1− S222e−2γl
(D.5)
Also in this last case L11 = L22 and L21 = L12.
The eqs. D.2-D.5 form a five equations system with five unknowns: S11, S22, S21,ΓL and
e−γl, hence the solution is unique.
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From eq. D.3 it is possible to solve for ΓL after found all the other four unknowns. Eq.
D.2 can be used to eliminate S12 from D.2 and D.5. Consequently, S11 can be eliminated
from D.2 and D.5, leaving two equations:
L12e
−2γl − L12S222 = T12e−γl − T12S222e−γl (D.6)
e−2γl(T11 − S22T12)− T11S222 = L11(e−2γl − S222)− S22T12 (D.7)
Eq. D.6 is solved for S22 and then substituted into D.7 to give a quadratic equation in
e−γl, having the solution:
e−γl =
L212 + T
2
12 − (T11 − L11)2 ±
√
[L212 + T
2
12 − (T11 − L11)2]2 − 4L212T 212
2L12T12
(D.8)
The choice of the sign is related to the sign of Γ, hence from the type of reflection we
consider. In our case it is a short. Now, by moltiplying D.2 by S22 and subtract the
result from D.2 it comes to:
T11 = S11 + S22T12 (D.9)
Similarly moltiplying D.5 by S22 and subtracting from D.5 we get:
L11 = S11 + S22L12e
−γl (D.10)
Eliminating S11 from D.9 and D.10 by subtracting from each other, it gets to an equation
for S22 in terms of e
−γl:
S22 =
T11 − L11
T12 − L12e−γl (D.11)
Now solving D.9 for S11:
S11 = T11 − S22T12 (D.12)
and solving D.10 for S12 :
S212 = T12(1− S222 (D.13)
Finally D.3 can be solved for ΓL to give:
ΓL =
R11 − S11
S212 + S22(R11 − S11
(D.14)
The eqs. D.8 and D.11-D.14 give the S-parameters for the error boxes, the propagatiion
constant with e−γl and the reflection coefficient ΓL. The definition of the scattering
matrix for the error boxes is then used to de-embed the DUT S-parameters from what
effectively the instrumentation is measuring.
If [A] is the error box S-parameters matrix and [Am] is the S-parameters matrix of the
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real measurements, the DUT S-parameters matrix [A′] is given by:
[A′] = [A]−1 · [Am] · [A] (D.15)
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